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How do you feel about civil rights laws designed
to protect minorities from discrimination?

Strongly About Right (10%)

Somewhat About Right (17%)/ \

Somewhat Toughened (7%)

Strongly Toughened (17%)

Don't Know/Refused (4%)

somewhat Too Far (15%)

Strongly Too Far (30%

AscAaImwpowT
July 1991

24% Laws Need to Be Toughened
27% Laws Are About Right
45% Laws Have Gone Too Far

Question: Which of the following statements comes closest to your opinion? Current laws need to be toughened
because they don't protect minorities well enough; OR Current laws are about right and protect minorities well
enough; OR Current laws have gone too far and have resulted in unfair quotas that cause reverse discrimination
against people who do not qualify as minorities.

Agreement with Supreme Court's 'Gag Rule'

Somewhat Agree (11%)

Somewhat Disagree (18%)/

Strongly Disagree (49%)

Strongly Agree (17%)

Don't Know/Refused (5%)

28% Total Agree
67% Total Disagree

Question: Do you agree or disagree with the recent Supreme court ruling that would prohibit public health care
workers from discussing abortion with patients in federally-funded family planning clinics?
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 4, 1991

Dear Mr. Aders:

On behalf of the President, thank you for your recent letter
enclosing a copy of a speech by the President of the National
Urban League, Mr. Jacob. I have studied Mr. Jacob's speech and
appreciate your taking the trouble to send it to the White House.

With respect to the pending civil rights legislation, Mr. Jacob
makes several statements that the Administration does not believe
are accurate. The President feels strongly about the subject of
civil rights and about the importance of leading the country in
the right direction on this sensitive subject. The bill that he
vetoed last year (and which is being advanced in almost identical
form this year), however, would actually do more to take us in
the wrong direction than to solve any of the real problems that
quite obviously exist. Attaching the label "civil rights" to
such a bill cannot alter its substance.

The President and the Administration have taken many steps in an
effort to resolve this matter in a constructive fashion. Perhaps
most important, the President has offered his own civil rights
bill, which has unfortunately not received the attention it
deserves. The President's bill includes all of the worthwhile
measures on which Republicans and Democrats have agreed, along
with generous compromise provisions dealing with the more
controversial issues. A copy of the President's bill and an
accompanying section-by-section analysis is enclosed for your
information. I am also enclosing a copy of a speech in which the
President set forth his vision of civil rights; I think you will
see that it is consistent with Mr. Jacob's views in several
important respects.

Thank you again for writing.

Yours truly,

Nelson Lund
Associate Counsel to the President

Mr. Robert 0. Aders
1750 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006
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ROBERT 0. ADERS

1750 K STREET, NORTHWEST

WASHINGTON, D. G. 20006

August 7, 1991

The Honorable George H.W. Bush
Office of The President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

Here is a copy of an address by John E. Jacob,
President and CEO of the National Urban League,
that youwr__staff ought to take a look at in the
context of the current discussions of what the
Adfrministration will and will not do with respect
to' civil rights legislation. Pages 9 through
12- are devo-ted to that subject but I think it
is important to read the total speech because
it is a very fine presentation of a moderate point
of view that would be helpful for you and your
people to consider.

John Jacob is the same John Jacob that was
the chairman of Howard University when Lee Atwater
was asked to go on the board. The National Urban
League is an organization that decided to remain
neutral on the Clarence Thomas appointment despite
very strong urgings from much of his constituency
to go along with the NAACP position.

As a member of the board of trustees of the
National Urban League I am very pleased to be
associated with John Jacob and have a high regard
for his talents and great respect for his views.
Please pay attention to this speech.

Sincerely,

Robert 0. Aders



Address
By -

John E.--Jacob
President & Chief Executive Officer
National Urban League, Inc.
At
Keynote Session
National Urban League Annual Conference
Atlanta, GA
July 21, 1991

We come to Atlanta this week to continue our
journey on the road to "Making a Difference in the
'90s."

For the 1990s are a critical decade for African
Americans and indeed for all Americans -- a decade that
will decide whether America maintains its leadership
role or whether it sinks to second-class status ...
whether African Americans progress toward parity, or
whether we fall further behind.

We enter this critical decade after years of
stalled progress ... battling to preserve our limited
gains ... facing urban decline ... racial tensions ...

economic recession.

But ours has always been an uphill struggle. Never
more so than now.

For today's world is an often confusing place. It
is changing at an incredibly fast pace.

We are in a revolutionary new era in which America
faces great challenges that will affect the future of
African Americans and of all our people.

I'll just touch briefly on four of the revolutions
that are sweeping the world today, and some of the
challenges they pose.

The first is political -- the global trend toward
democracy and inclusion.

It is symbolized by the collapse of communism, the
weakening of apartheid, and the cries of
self-determination now being heard in places as far
apart as Kurdistan and Kashmir.
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We are challenged to harness that drive toward
democratic ideals ... to channel it to positive changes
that-Eespect the dignity and potential of all people.

The second is technological -- as new scientific
developments sweep away old ways of doing things.

It's a trend symbolized by "smart bombs" and high
definition television ... the application of high
technology to weapons of destruction and to consumer
goods alike.

We are challenged to direct the development of
technological change so that it becomes the vehicle to
make life better, and not the vehicle to destroy life.

Technology drives a third revolution -- the
economic revolution.

It is symbolized by empty factory buildings in the
inner city and shining new office towers in the suburbs
... by highly trained professionals working for big
corporations and by despairing, jobless men on street
corners ... by shrinking job opportunities in major
American industries and "Made in Japan" stickers on the
cars and appliances we buy.

We are challenged to take part in that economic
revolution ... to help our young people get the
education and the skills to hold productive jobs ... and
to implement public policies that enable every citizen
to be productive.

Finally, there is the demographic revolution.

That is symbolized by the wave of new immigrants
pouring into the industrial nations ... by the rising
tide of African American majorities in our major cities
... and by a national work force that is growing slower,
and is more dependent on women and minorities.

We are challenged to meet the needs of a more
diverse society by developing an appreciation for other
cultures and by building bridges that cross racial and
ethnic lines.

Four revolutions that will shape our lives.

And four sets of challenges that will drive our
personal and citizenship responsibilities.
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Those of us who grew up in the civil rights
struggle- must come to terms with this revolutionary new
era. -

For the issues have changed and the challenges are
in many ways much more difficult.

In the 1960s, we could mount a drive for national
civil rights laws to protect constitutional rights that
had been illegally denied to African Americans.

But in the 1990s white resentment is fanned by
demagogic shouts of "quotas" ... and we find ourselves
debating the merits of a civil rights bill that turns on
legal definitions of "business necessity" and "disparate
impact."

In the 1960s, we were fighting for the right to
vote. In the 1990s, African American elected'official$
preside over crumbling cities without the resources to
meet the needs of their people.

In the 1960s we had identifiable villains like Bull
Connor and the Klan.

In the 1990s, even violent racists don't do as much
damage as the crack dealer on the corner or the child
with a handgun and no conscience.

In the 1960s we had to deal with employers who
refused to hire African Americans except to sweep up.

In the 1990s, we have to deal with employers who
say they can't get people with the skills to do
demanding jobs, and with glass ceilings that keep
minorities and women out of positions of corporate
power.

But one thing remains constant -- in the 1990s, as
in the 1960s, African Americans are disproportionately
poor and are victimized by discrimination and by unequal
opportunity.

That has to change. Not simply for reasons of
morality and fairness.

But also because America's future in this new,
changing world will depend on its ability to develop the
human resources of all of its diverse people.
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Diversity will be the burning issue of the 1990s --
and beyond.

Demographers say that by mid-century whites will no
longer be a majority of the population. It's already
happened in the state of California and in cities like
New York, where no single group is in the majority.

Today, thirty-two million Americans are black.
Twenty-five million are Hispanic. Seven-and-a-half
million are Asian.

Those totals mask even more extensive diversity --
African Americans from the Caribbean and from Africa ...
Hispanic Americans from every country in the Hemisphere
... Asian Americans who include fifth-generation
Americans and new arrivals from places as different as
Cambodia and Sri Lanka.

Will America use that wonderful mad'saic of
difference to create a truly pluralistic society?

Will it remove the barriers to African Americans
and other minorities?

America's future depends on positive answers. But
the sad fact is that America is really unprepared for
diversity.

Too many Americans are intimidated by differences
and hung up on stereotypes.

A few months ago, a nationwide survey by the
University of Chicago's National Opinion Research Center
found what we all know and have been saying for years --

that Americans are victims of racist thinking that
negatively stereotypes all minorities.

The survey found that three out of four white
Americans stigmatize blacks as lazy, violent,
unintelligent people who prefer welfare to work.

To a lesser extent, they held similar negative
stereotypes about Hispanics and Asians.

The disease of racism threatens to poison America's
destiny as a pluralistic, multicultural democracy.

We must remember that America's history is stained
with the evils committed against minorities and
newcomers.
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This is the land where African Americans won our
constitutional rights and other minorities secured
freedoms unknown in their homelands.

But it is also the land where blacks were enslaved,
oppressed, lynched, and brutalized. The land of
wholesale slaughter of Native Americans ... of
anti-Irish riots ... of quotas that kept Jews from
schools and jobs ... of detention camps for Japanese
Americans.

And this is also the land where each wave of
newcomers learned that the fastest way to become a real
American was to absorb the racism of the majority.

People who faced discrimination themselves quickly
learned to keep blacks out of their unions, out of their
neighborhoods, and out of their schools.

We need to confront that painful history, because
there are signs today that the past may repeat itself.

There's evidence of racial stereotyping among many
of today's new minorities -- and some African Americans
hold negative stereotypes about other groups.

That's important for everyone to understand -- and
to do something about.

So let me repeat -- there's evidence of racial
stereotyping among many of today's new minorities -- and
some African Americans hold negative stereotypes about
other groups.

That's sure to make a lot of white supremacists
very happy.

But it's not in anyone else's interest. And it is
something that could crack the American mosaic and
endanger America's future.

America has' to come to terms with diversity. It
needs to protect minority rights ... end discrimination
... provide education and training opportunities for a
diverse workforce ... and stop stereotyping people.

But African Americans will also have to adjust to
the new ethnic realities.

We've become used to seeing race relations in terms
of black and white. But race relations in the 1990s and
into the 21st century will be more. complex.
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We need to encourage inter-group cooperation. And
we need-zto guard against divide-and-conquer tactics that
encourage inter-group frictions. -

That won't be as easy as it sounds.

There is a danger that the diversity issue will be
manipulated to concentrate on the concerns of emerging
new minorities to the exclusion of blacks.

And we've already seen the way cultural
misperceptions have bred conflict.

In many cities there is friction between African
Americans and Arab or Korean storekeepers.

In cities like Miami, African Americans confront a
power structure that is not white, but Hispanic.

In cities like Washington D.C., Hispanic idmigrantb
confront a power structure that is black.

In many cities, African American mayors, police
chiefs, and school superintendents are in a strange
situation for us -- being resented by other minorities
as the holders of power ... the Establishment.

So it's a mistake to think that we can achieve
unity simply because we share the nonwhite or minority
label.

But it's also a mistake to think we can go it alone
in a diverse society.

If history is any guide, White America will pick
and choose among its minorities.

Some will be accepted grudgingly and allowed in the
door.

Others -- and especially African Americans -- will be
confined to the cellar.

We can't allow that to happen.

We'll need to build inter-racial and inter-ethnic
coalitions around concerns we share and issues that can
unite.

Issues like: poverty ... injustice ... jobs ...
training opportunities ... access to quality education
and health care ... affordable housing.
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And those coalitions have to be based on the
ques-tion: is it good for America?

Not just: is it good for African Americans? But:
is it good for America?

If the answer is "yes," African Americans will
benefit disproportionately since we are
disproportionately burdened by poverty and the social
problems that poverty breeds.

And if the answer is "yes," we can attract the
support to move our country forward and solve many of
its problems.

Re-assessing our relations with other minorities is
part of the necessary process of adjusting to'. society
that is being transformed. w v

We need to address old paradigms and adjust them to
this new era. New occasions teach new truths, and there
is nothing wrong with questioning positions of an era
gone by.

That doesn't mean hopping on the bandwagon of
fashionable new trends. Rather, it means carefully
re-examining positions in the light of changing
circumstances.

Let me briefly mention just three of many issues
that may require some new thinking.

One is enterprise zones.

Many of us have questioned their effectiveness, and
correctly suggest they are not and cannot be the answer
to black unemployment problems.

But the African American economy has been in
permanent Depression and anything legal that might
improve it should be tried.

In the absence of a federal commitment to national
job creation programs, we can support an enterprise zone
program that includes expanded job opportunities for
people living in poverty neighborhoods.

School choice is another issue that bears
re-examination.
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There is no way we can support a voucher system
that----includes private schools, because that would
destroy-public schools.

But we can take another look at public school
choice programs as one of many school reforms.

Not the choice programs now being thrown together
with a slogan and a prayer. But choice programs with
strict controls that guarantee parent information
processes ... eliminate tracking ... and prepare all
children for high academic achievement.

A final issue that needs rethinking is political
representation.

Right now congressional district lines are being
redrawn by state legislatures.

With the help of technical experts -from the
Republican Party, some districts are being reshaped to
rope in as many African American voters as possible.

Some think that's a great idea -- creating
all-black districts to ensure election of black
representatives.

But we have to ask if this isn't a new form of
political apartheid -- assuring some safe congressional
seats for blacks at the cost of losing influence with
legislators from adjoining districts.

Is it better for African Americans to be 80 percent
of the voters in one district or to be 25 percent of the
voters in many districts?

Does racial redistricting maximize our
participation or does it dilute our potential strength?

The answers may differ in different areas and
states.

But strategies that made sense when we just got the
vote may not be the best strategies for leveraging our
influence on issues that require broad legislative
coalitions.

And political strategies based on racial
polarization may not be the best strategies at a time
when predominately white cities like Seattle and Denver
and Los Angeles elect African American mayors.
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The new era we are entering is going to mean
rethinking those and other issues and positions -- and
that-c-afn often be a painful process.

But we are not the only ones who need to address
old paradigms.

Our national leaders need to re-examine the
disastrous strategies that fail to address America's
social and economic problems.

Those strategies are based on three myths:

One, we are a color-blind society.

Two, the free market can solve social problems.

Three, government can only play a limited Ifoble.1
For over a decade, those myths deepened racial and

class divisions, devastated the cities, and weakened
America's competitiveness.

It's time to scrap them.

And the place to begin is with the myth about being
a color-blind society.

America is a color-blind society only in its
blindness to the needs and the aspirations of African
Americans.

People don't like to think about race ... about
discrimination ... about injustice. They'd rather
pretend it's been taken care of.

But it's our job to make them think about it -- and
it's our job to make them do something about it.

Because racism is alive and well in these United
States.

The consensus on civil rights has been replaced by
racial fears and stereotypes. The consensus against
discrimination has been replaced by winking at it and
hoping the issue will disappear.

It won't. That's why Congress has to pass a civil
rights bill that effectively reverses Supreme Court
decisions that encourage job discrimination.
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Those decisions -- and others that restrict basic
civil _liberties and limit constitutional rights -- tell
us- that- the *Supreme Court no longer stands by our side.
It is now on our back. It is removing gains of the past
and building new barriers to our future.

While I am gratified that the President has
nominated an African American to the seat held by
Justice Marshall, it is clear that Clarence Thomas is no
Thurgood Marshall.

I share the alarm caused by the addition of yet
another Justice likely to overturn Roe v. Wade and
affirmative action rulings.

But I would hope that Judge Thomas' life
experiences will lead him to closer identification with
those in America who are today victimized by poverty and
discrimination.

And I would hope that he sees the irony in opposing
affirmative action while at the same time being an
affirmative action appointee.

Yes, he has the qualifications for the job of
Supreme Court justice. So do literally hundreds of
other people.

But there are only nine positions -- and only one
was vacant. So additional criteria were applied --

criteria like racial and ethnic diversity ... life
experiences ... experience in government ... and
political considerations.

Judge Thomas' nomination should tell the
Administration and Judge Thomas himself, that
affirmative action and merit are not mutually exclusive.

Without affirmative action, merit will always be
equated with whiteness. And without strong
anti-discrimination laws, African Americans, women, and
other minorities will continue to be economically
vulnerable.

That is why we so strongly urge the Senate to pass
a strong civil rights bill, and why we urge the
President to sign it.

He should finally reject the advice of hard-liners
like Chief of Staff John Sununu and White House Counsel
Boyden Gray, and the political consultants who see the
phony quota issue as next year's Willie Horton.
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Americans should not be confused by legalistic
haggling- over technicalities ... by false quota charges

ex-by thinking that a bill that benefits white women
and all minorities is a "black" bill.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991 is about
discrimination.

Quotas aren't the problem. Discrimination is.

Let's be clear about that. I repeat:

The Civil rights Act of 1991 isn't about quotas.
It's about discrimination.

It's about not hiring qualified blacks ... refusing
to promote qualified Hispanics ... discriminating
against qualified women.

African American organizations carried the TLoad for
the Civil Rights Act even though we'd rather be fighting
on other battlegrounds -- on priorities like more jobs,
better schools, and more and better training
opportunities.

But this is a fight that was forced upon us by an
extremist Supreme Court and by an Administration that
made race a partisan political issue.

The struggle over the civil rights bill is a
struggle for the soul of America ... about the kind of
people we are and the kind of country we want to become
... about replacing the myth of a color-blind society
with the reality of a diverse, equal opportunity
society.

Let's look at Myth Number Two -- the free market
can solve our social problems.

It can help -- a strong free enterprise economy
that creates jobs and opportunities is necessary but
insufficient.

Without socially directed investments and
government programs, cities continue to deteriorate,
poverty remains largely intact, and social divisions
deepen.

~1
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That's the story of the booming eighties, when
Amer-ica- became an experimental laboratory for free
market--theories. While the free market flourished and
industries restructured to become more profitable,
government trashed poor people's programs to end
so-called dependency. Civil rights enforcement was
de-emphasized. College grants and training opportunities
were cut.

How did that experiment work here in Atlanta, a
city that grew and flourished during the boom?

A new book titled "The Closing Door: Conservative
Policy and Black Opportunity" tells the story.

New jobs were created. Lots of them. But they
were in the white suburbs and went to newcomers from
outside the city. Metro area wealth increased. Inner
city poverty got worse.

Here's the authors' conclusion, and I quote:

"The Atlanta experience shows that it is essential
to confront the issue of racial discrimination directly,
as the color line remained an extremely powerful force
in distributing opportunity and destroying aspirations."
End of quote.

It's the same story for the whole nation -- the gap
between white and black, rich and poor, got wider, and
the free market alone can't close that gap.

Closing the gap takes partnerships between the
private sector, the voluntary sector, and an activist
government that opens doors instead of closing them.

That brings us to the the third myth that has
dominated our national life for over a decade -- the
myth that government has a limited role in solving
social and economic problems.

That one is hard to understand.

We're in the midst of a recession that's hurting
everybody -- black and white; a recession that's thrown
almost two million people out of work over the past
year.

Cities are closing fire stations and libraries,
laying off teachers, shutting down child care centers
and drug clinics.
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All this comes on top of a decade of growing black
poverty-and urban decay.

The President's response is to give speeches
beating up on the Great Society and to keep calling for
a thousand points of light -- as if government was the
electric company.

But whatever its shortcomings, the Great Society
worked.

No one -- not even the President of the United
States -- should be confused about that.

In only five years, the Great Society brought about
history's biggest reduction in poverty.

Medicare ... Medicaid ... Head Start ... the Job
Corps ... the civil rights laws. All Grea.. Society
programs. All proof that government can and "'does and
should make a difference.

Voluntarism is important. Everyone should be
involved in helping people in need. The Urban League,
its programs, and its volunteers are America's brightest
points of light.

The voluntary sector is doing what it can -- and
it's doing a lot.

But it's cynical to say that voluntarism is the
answer.

Voluntarism can ameliorate some of the worst
effects of our social problems. But those problems are
massive -- and only government has the power and the
resources to solve them.

And voluntarism cannot even be effective in
softening the inequities of our society when nonprofit
agencies are denied resources to manage those volunteers
and to implement necessary programs.

Nor can voluntarism solve the deep structural
problems that condemn millions of Americans to poverty
and hardship.

A strategy of voluntarism can be more helpful if
community-based organizations are used as
intermediaries, delivering programs backed by government
and the private sector.
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Those points of light need to be hooked up to the
powerful generator of a national domestic policy aimed
at get-t-ing to the root causes of poverty and unequal
opportunities.

Today, we have no such domestic policy.

Listen to this quotation from someone who knows:
Quote: "The White House is the epicenter of

national policy. There are problems of poverty,
despair, and economic decline in many people's
neighborhoods which the President has both a moral and a
political obligation to combat." End of quote.

A moral and a political obligation!

That wasn't said by John Jacob. It wasn't Ben
Hooks. It wasn't Jesse Jackson. And it wasn't Maynard
Jackson.

That quote comes from Jack Kemp, the President's
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

We're not buying into all of Secretary Kemp's
program, which is burdened by the free market myth.

But we do buy into the view that government has a
moral and a political obligation to combat America's
economic and social problems.

Government can't just be a cheerleader for
volunteers. It's got to be a quarterback, calling the
plays and setting the game plan for deep changes in our
society.

The President plays a pretty good game of
quarterbacking international policy. But he needs to
get back into the game of domestic policy.

And in the Persian Gulf crisis, he has a good model
for developing a domestic game plan.

Why did America win the Gulf War in 100 hours?

The answer is clear. We developed clear objectives
... assembled overwhelming resources to achieve those
objectives ... and let General Colin Powell coordinate a
unified air, sea, and land campaign.

Why is America losing the war in the cities?

(1
y7
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Again, the answer is clear. It lacks clear
objectives. It cuts off resources. Its programs are
uncoordinated and often contradictory.

How can America win in the cities?

Once more, the answer is clear: The way we won in
the Gulf. By mounting an Operation Urban Storm the way
we mounted Operation Desert Storm.

Develop clear objectives to end poverty and renew
urban America.

Commit the necessary resources and target them to
develop the enormous human resources of our youth and
the people on the margins of our society. -

Coordinate that massive effort through coalitions
of government, the private sector, and the voluntaryy
sector, with clear, accountable lines of authority.

The Urban League has developed a domestic policy
game plan that can win the war in the cities.

We have called for an Urban Marshall Plan ... a
Marshall Plan for America ... a ten year, $50 billion
annual investment in our people and in our
infrastructure.

Since we issued our call, others have jumped on the
Marshall Plan bandwagon.

There have been proposals for a Marshall Plan for
eastern Europe. A Marshall Plan for the Gulf.
Gorbachev wants the West to fund a Marshall Plan for the
Soviet Union.

The original Marshall Plan worked. It put western
Europe back on its feet after World War Two. That's why
everyone wants a Marshall Plan for their country or
their region.

But there's only one place where a Marshall Plan
makes sense.

And that's right here at home -- rebuilding our
cities,
bringing poor people into the economic mainstream,
investing in making America competitive again.
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Our Marshall Plan for America isn't only for
African:Americans, but for all Americans.

And we developed it because of the hard realities
staring us in the face.

We looked at the nation and the world. We saw the
political, technological, economic and demographic
revolutions transforming a global society.

We saw the irreversible trends gathering force:
the cries for participation, the shift to knowledge
work, the faster economic growth of other countries, the
growing diversity of our society and our workforce.

And we put that all together and concluded that
unless America invests in its future and in its people,
its people will have no future.

We'll have a once-proud democratic society split
between haves and have-nots; between those with decent
jobs and those with no jobs, between a smaller white
population and a larger minority population. All
fighting over the crumbs from a smaller economic pie.

That's the handwriting on the wall of the future
and it's why we proposed a Marshall Plan for America --
to rewrite that future by rebuilding the physical
infrastructure essential to economic growth and by
rebuilding the human infrastructure essential to
economic competitiveness. -

In the year-and-a-half since we offered our
Marshall Plan for America, some Congressional
representatives have expressed interest, but the
Administration has been silent.

It did come up with a transportation and highway
improvement program that will cost over $120 billion
over five years.

But that program doesn't include the core of the
Urban Marshall Plan infrastructure proposal -- targeted
recruitment and training of the disadvantaged.

Without that, it's just another pork barrel program
instead of a unified plan to bring the economy to a
higher level of productivity.

So tonight, we renew our call for a Marshall Plan
for America.
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We tell our nation once more -- and it cannot be
repeated often enough--- that unless America invests in
the -future of all of its people, it will lose its world
leadership role and all Americans will lose their
standard of living.

I don't expect the Administration to see the light
and become an overnight convert to the Marshall Plan
idea.

But I do expect growing numbers of Americans -- of
all races and classes -- to come to understand that our
plan is in the national interest.

It's not a black plan or a special interest plan,
but an American plan -- a plan for a_ strong,
economically competitive, powerful and democratic 21st
century America.

The Urban Marshall Plan should be the catalyst fot
the long overdue national debate about our future.

For the United States is moving into a new century
without a strategic plan ... without a clear idea of
where we want to be in ten or twenty or thirty years.

We've been busy celebrating our military power,
waving the flag, and shouting that we're Number One. So
busy, we haven't noticed our declining economic power
and the social tensions that could bring us down.

A Marshall Plan for America would change all that.

It would mobilize the country behind a positive
program to ensure America's greatness ... behind a
vision of a future America that is truly an open,
pluralistic, integrated society.

Our America needs to recapture the vision of itself
that has inspired people around the world for over two
centuries.

It is a vision of a diverse people living together
in harmony and respect with liberty and justice for all.

That's the vision that separates the United States
from all other nations in the world.

And that American vision of freedom and democracy
and opportunity still inspires the world's people.

YI
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It is a vision that drives the hopes of little
black children in Atlanta ... a vision dear to people in
faraway- lands struggling to be free ... a vision that
flourishes in the minds and hearts of people of all
races and all cultures.

It is a strong vision. It has to be, to have
survived the contradictions of its birth in a slave
society.

It is a vision that has been tarnished by injustice
and violated by unfairness.

It is a vision that has been abused by racism ...
tattered by exploitation ... trampled by discrimination.

But asmuch as we are disappointed and saddened by
the way that noble vision has been violated more often
than it's been followed, we are not disappointed in the
vision itself.

Much as we are frustrated at the way that vision
has been applied to others more than to ourselves, we
are not frustrated at the vision itself.

And much as we deplore the failure of Americans to
revive and cherish that unique vision, we do not deplore
the vision itself.

Rather, we are inspired by it ... by the vision of
a land of diverse peoples living and working together in
equality, in harmony, in mutual respect.

That vision may be old in years but it is young in
its meaning for a nation struggling to achieve equality
for all ... a people grappling with the terrors of
racism ... a land of diverse peoples entering an unknown
future.

And it is a vision to which we of the Urban League
movement hold fast.

For ours is a struggle to help our society fulfill
its vision, even as it often drifts away from the best
of its heritage.

We of the Urban League live daily with the
shattered violations of the American vision -- with the
children victimized by drug gangs and bad schools, with
the adults who don't have work, don't have food, don't
have hope.
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But we carry on, with faith in the vision
articuLated by the Founding Fathers, who gathered
together- to birth a nation based on the revolutionary
principle that:

"We, the People of the United States" create a
government to "establish justice ... promote the general
welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity."

We carry on with faith in that vision as
articulated by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who dreamed:
"that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of
former slaves and the sons of former slave owners will
be able to sit down together at the table of
brotherhood."

And we labor in pursuit of that same vision, as
defined by the late, great, Whitney M. Young,'Jr., when
he said:

"We seek not to weaken America but to strengthen
it; not to divide America but to unify it; not to decry
America, but to purify it; not to separate America but
to become part of it.

"This is our land. Here we have risen from slavery
to freedom and here will we rise from poverty to
prosperity.

"This is our land.

"Here we shall overcome."

This then, is our vision of an America that is just
and fair ... an America in which we shall prosper ... an
America that is and always will be, our land.

Here, we shall overcome.

That is what we of the Urban League are about.

That is why we have come to Atlanta this week.

That is what this Conference is all about.

Let this Conference begin!
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U.S. Department of Justice

Civil Rights Division

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington, D.C 20530

October 21, 1991

Marion A. Bowden, President
Blacks In Government
1820 11th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001-5015

Dear Mr. Bowden:

Thank you for your recent letter urging the President to
support the Civil Rights Act of 1991. Your letter has been
referred to me for response.

As you know, the President has repeatedly expressed his
desire to sign a civil rights bill. Indeed, the President has
sent legislation to Congress, S. 611, which would effectively and
fairly protect the civil rights of working men and women.

The President cannot endorse H.R. 1, the bill passed by the
House of Representatives, or S. 1745, the bill recently
introduced by Senator Danforth. Both measures are seriously
flawed. Each would encourage employers to resort to unlawful
quotas to avoid costly litigation and would lock in place
existing quotas by prohibiting victims of quotas from challenging
them.

The President also strongly favors strengthening the
remedies for sexual harassment. S. 611 allows equitable awards
of up to $150,000 and immediate injunctive relief in cases of on-
the-job harassment. By contrast, S. 1745 simply goes too far by
authorizing jury trials and damage awards in all cases of
intentional discrimination.

Moreover, only the President's bill would make the law
against job discrimination, including sexual harassment, fully
applicable to Congress. The time when Congress should be
permitted to exempt itself from these laws is long passed.

The President is committed to ensuring equal opportunity for
all Americans. He will continue to work with Congress to enact



legislation that will provide effective remedies for
discrimination without forcing employers to resort to quotas.

Thank you for sharing your views on this important matter.

Sincerely,

John R. Dunne
As * tant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division
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BLACKS IN GOVERNMENT
coeri 1820 11th Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20001-5015
(202) 667-3280 FAX (202) 667-3705

August 8, 1991

The President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We take this occasion of the 13th Annual National Training
Conference of Blacks In Government to urge yesonce-more-to sign__
lhe Civil Rights Act of 1991 when it comes before you in the near
future. Moreover, we further urge you to immediately state your
intent to sign the legislation, and eliminate the concern,
confusion, and uncertainty that is being caused by the public
perception that you are considering another veto.

We make this plea on behalf of all Americans, but particularly
those Americans who have historically been denied access to the
economic mainstream. These are the people who see the possibility
of the veto as a threat to their economic future.

Blacks In Government is dedicated to the elimination of racism and
discrimination in public service and we view the Civil Rights Act
of 1991 as an essential tool to further this objective. The
legislation would make it easier to prove discrimination, provide
for punitive damages in discrimination cases, and make it clear
that it is always illegal for employers to make job decisions on
the basis of prejudice.

This bill is not about quotas, and we do not believe that the
history of civil rights law enforcement in this country supports
the notion that quotas would become a problem. It does provide
remedies for discrimination and assures stumbling blocks will not
be placed in the path of those who are its victims.

We urge you to recognize that, for many, your Administration will
be remembered for the way in which it presides over the changing
face of America and how it deals with the new Americans. Your
action on this bill will be the litmus test of the credibility of
your Administration as a government of all the people. It will
determine whether your "kinder and gentler America" is a promise or
a fantasy.

Sincerely,

Marion A. Bowden
President
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s o Q) EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20507
0

0

oFFICE OF AG19COUNSEL'S OFFICE
THE CHAIRMAN 

RECEIVED

August 12, 1991 AUGi4 1991

Mr. Albert Shanker
President
American Federation of Teachers
200 East 24th St., Apt. 502
New York, New York 10010

Dear Al:

You have written several columns in the New York Timesi that I have
read and reread time and again because of the clarity of your
insight on contemporary issues of mutual concern. More recently
I have been reading disturbing editorials in both the Washington
Post and the New York Times which I have enclosed in the unlikely
event you haven't already seen them. The opinions expressed in
these editorials fail to recognize, as you do, the interdependence
of education and equal opportunity. I want to express my total
agreement with your position that

"(I)nstead of downplaying achievement, we should be
letting students know that what they do in school will
make a difference and that this will be true for all
students. And we should be sure that the new civil
rights act will permit employers to reward students who
have done well. Anything else will teach students the
wrong lesson."

To read these enclosed editorials and to listen to the talk shows
and news reports, one would get the impression that the President
had suddenly decided to defend some outrageous "diplomas-for-
janitors" requirement as a pretext for blocking compromise on a
civil rights bill. This "one-liner" trivializes the President's
position into a "sound bite" and ignores how dependent the promise
of equal employment opportunity is on our educational system.

"'It Doesn't Matter: Doing Well in School" (7/16/89), and
"Making School Count: The New Civil Rights Bill" (3/24/91).



Mr. Albert Shanker
Page 2

Contrary to media coverage, the President is not advocating a law
that would permit employers to screen out blacks by demanding a
high school diploma from 50-year old applicants for a job emptying
trash cans. As made clear in his July 28 letter to Senator
Danforth which I have enclosed for your information, the
President's civil rights bill would not permit such a practice, and
he has provided Senator Danforth with additional language to put
that "red herring" to rest. In the real world, this type of
menial, dead-end job is largely beside the point in any event.

According to the Department of Labor, over the next twenty years,
jobs dependent on strong backs and little if any thinking will
employ about 4% of the work force and more than half of the new
jobs created will require some education beyond high school.
Unskilled jobs will virtually disappear from our economy in the
future - provided that our educational system can provide the
trained workers we will need to challenge our international
competitors.

No, the issue involving most of the jobs of today, and virtually
all of the jobs of tomorrow, is whether employers can use measures
of educational effort and achievement in filling them without the
risk of ruinous litigation. The common-sense answer should be
self-evident since there have been hundreds of studies showing that
competence in the basic skills of reading, math, science and
problem-solving are strongly related to productivity gains in
virtually all civilian jobs. I know you have heard this before
from Cornell economist John Bishop because you have frequently
quoted his research.

The problem is that under the Democrat bill pending in the Senate
(and Senator Danforth's bill as well), employers cannot rely on
this wealth of cumulative knowledge and must instead reprove the
obvious with respect to every job. The employer's burden will be
to conduct an expensive, scientific "validation" study for every
job - an expense that only the biggest corporations can afford.

What is important to acknowledge here is that the difficulties of
using measures of educational effort and achievement would continue
to exist to some extent under the President's bill, because his
bill codifies the pre-Wards Cove case law under which these legal
burdens were defined. But as the Attorney General recently made
clear in his letter to Senator Danforth, and as Yale law professor
Paul Gewirtz confirmed in a recent issue of the New Republic (both
enclosed), the Supreme Court Griqqs decision and subsequent Supreme
Court cases clearly leave open to employers the possibility of
using educational criteria for selection purposes when upward
mobility promotions to more demanding jobs are taken into
consideration.
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Unfortunately, the Democrat bill - as well as the Danforth bill -

would eliminate this well-established option by forbidding the use
of educational measures unless the relationship to job performance
is proven time and again for each and every job. This is a
significant change in the law that has nothing to do with either
"codifying" Griggs or "overruling" Wards Cove.

Perhaps the most tragic of unintended consequences of the Democrat
and Danforth bills will be on those who seek entry-level jobs such
as janitors and who will never be able to move beyond that job
without the tools that only a good education will give them.
Should any job be characterized as precluding upward mobility to
more demanding jobs for those individuals willing to invest their
efforts in learning - whether that education is provided by the
employer or by the community? I don't think so. Yet this would
be the unintended consequence of a law which, by requiring the
relationship with job performance to be reproved again and again
each and every time an employer posts a job opening, discourages
employers from rewarding learning.

The unintended consequences of the Democrat and Danforth bills, if
enacted into law, could be dramatic. Almost all serious
educational reformers agree with you that reform efforts are
pointless unless employers begin to reward educational effort and
achievement. It is true that the President's civil rights bill
leaves intact a number of existing legal obstacles to such
educational reforms. But the Democrat and Danforth bills will go
much further, seriously jeopardizing our ability to reform our
schools and ultimately our ability to compete with other nations
that use educational criteria as an integral part of their hiring
decisions.

It would be tragic to pass legislation that by making it difficult
to reward learning, sends the unmistakable signal to this nation's
students that education is irrelevant to success in the workplace.
Such a signal would certainly undermine the President's America
2000: An Education Strategy. One of the strategic national goals
established by President Bush is that by the year 2000:

"(E)very school in America will ensure that all students
learn to use their minds well, so they may be prepared
for responsible citizenship, further learning, and
productive employment in our modern economy."

This issue of the legality of considering measures of educational
effort and achievement in making employment decisions has been at
the core of the dispute between the Administration and the
lobbyists for the Democrat bill. To his credit, Senator Danforth
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(an original co-sponsor of Senator Kennedy's bill last year) has
recognized the philosophical differences in this dispute which he
has correctly characterized as "narrow but quite deep." Indeed,
it was Senator Danforth who took the initiative in publicly framing
the debate in these terms with his example of a diploma requirement
for a janitor's job. But the issue is not new, and it is absurd
to blame the President as the Post and Times do for responding to
Senator Danforth's arguments in terms of the issue as the Senator
framed it.

As you have so clearly written, this is not a marginal issue, as
suggested by recent media coverage. It is rather a major
philosophical difference as Senator Danforth recognizes. The
American Dream of upward mobility depends on education as the means
of opening the doors of meaningful opportunity. This promise
should be just as true for that adult who invests his or her effort
in continuing education as it is for the candidate just entering
the job market. I doubt that Senator Danforth intends to
stigmatize the janitors of this nation as stuck in their jobs for
life or to deny opportunities to anyone based on individual
initiative. Yet if the reward for investing one's effort in
learning is absent - no matter when that individual effort is made
- we will have missed an historic opportunity to recognize the
interdependence of education and equal opportunity.

The question is whether the law is going to tell employers, for the
first time in our history, in effect to ignore an applicant's
education and to hire by the numbers. This issue ought to get
debated on its merits, and the public is entitled to participate
in the discussion. It is exactly such a discussion that some seek
to avoid by attacking the President, impugning his motives, and
distorting his position.

The President's goal is the same one stated by the Democrats: A
civil rights bill that will eliminate employment discrimination.
A definition of discrimination which starts with bad numbers and
presumes liability on the basis of using measures of educational
effort and achievement will do nothing to eliminate employment
discrimination and do less than nothing to improve equal employment
opportunity.
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I have relied on your views in the past to clarify my own thinking
on these critical issues and I look forward to your continued
leadership. Please feel free to schedule some time in the near
future so that we may further discuss these vitally critical issues
of mutual concern.

Best regards,

Evan J. Kemp, Jr.
Chairman

Enclosures

cc: The Honorable C. Boyden Gray
Counsel to the President

The Honorable Richard L. Thornburgh
Attorney General of the United States

The Honorable Constance B. Newman
Director
Office of Personnel Management

The Honorable Lynn Martin
Secretary of Labor

The Honorable Lamar Alexander
Secretary of Education
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, MARCH 24, 1991

WLEREWE STND
By Albert Shanker. President
American Federation of Teachers

The New Civil Rights Bill

Making School Count
frequentlyhear comparisons between our education system and

the systems of other industrialized counties, along with sugges-
tions that we do things the way they do. But these countries don't have
our history of slavery or our sense of responsibility for righting past
inequities, so decisions and policies that are straightforward for them
can be much more complicated for us.

Take the practice of testing prospective employees for general con-
petence. On the face of it, this makes a lot of sense. But thefaimess of
these tests has been challenged all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
And the Court has ruled that if a test results in a disproportionate num-
ber of minorities being excluded, the test will be considered discrimina-
tory unless it is directly related to the job. For example, if requiring
prospective ditchdiggers to pass a reading test resulted in screening out
a disproportionate number of minority ditchdiggers, the test would be
viewed as discriminatory.

A couple of years ago, economists John Bishop and James Rosen-
baum both presented studies about the relationship between high school
achievement and entry-level employment before a U.S. Labor
Department commission of which I was a member. They argued that
one of the reasons our country was lagging in productivity was that
most U.S. students who are not headed for college don't take school
work as seriously as their peers in other industrialized countries.

It's not that our kids are dumber; it's that success in an American
high school doesn't count in the kind of job you get when you graduate.
Top corporations generally do not employ people right out of high
school. And the companies that do hire new graduates typically don't
look at high school records. So students who were often absent-and
tuned-out on the days they did go to school-get the same low-leve,
jobs as students who worked hard and did well in school.'.

The logical response to this is to make achievement in high school
count for employment. Reward kids who do well in high school with
better jobs and better pay, and kids will soon get more serious about
high school. This will improve the kids' future prospects. the climate of
schools and, eventually, the quality of our work force.

When I argued this position at the commission meeting, I found
myself in the middle of a debate. Several members of the commission
thought that linking achievement with jobs and pay would be unfair to
minority youngsters. They feared that a lot of the jobs available to
minority youngsters who had dropped out or bad not done well
in school would go to non-minority youngsters with good records.
Anyway, why do you need a bunch of B's in math and English to thp
hamburgers?

There are several problems with this position. The biggest is that in
trying to be fair, it is unfair. It reinforces low expectations by assuming
that minority youngsters will not be able to improve their achievement
even if therecis a real incentive to do so. The position also makes it
unlikely that erhployers will reward school achievement with jobs.
Why should they if they fear that doing so might lead to accusations of
discriminatory hiring practices or make them vulnerable to law suits?

John Bishop suggested in recent testimony before Congress that the
proposed civil rights bill would increase the danger of law suits for
employers who use basic skills tests or other educational criteria. Under
the bill, the burden of proof for establishing that the criteria are directly 1

related to the job would be on employers (instead of on the employees,
as is now the case).

Bishop's perspective on the proposed civil rights bill is important
and hasn't gotten much attention. How should we be thinking about it?

On the one hand, minorities in other countries have found that tests
and other qualifications based on achievement work to their advantage.
People can study for tests and pass them. And they are judged on what
they know and can do instead of on who they know or what race or eth-
nic group they belong to.

Nevertheless, many African-Americans are suspicious of hiring
based on tests and credentials. And it's true that, until now, doing well
in school did not pay off for them. In the days before the civil rights
movement, education standards for blacks were different from those for
whites-segregated schools and discriminatory laws made sure of that.
As a result, employers tended to discount credentials held by blacks in
hiring and promotion. Then, in the baby boom period, when more
African-Americans were being educated, the same was true for every
other group in the population, so everyone's education was worth less.

However, we are entering a period in which there will be a tremen-
dous labor shortage. It will be so severe that employers will not be able
to tum down applicants because they don't like their skin color or eth-
nic background. Qualified applicants will get jobs and get promoted.
Poorly qualified ones will be stuck in dead-end jobs, as they are now.

So instead of downplaying achievement, we should be letting stu-
dents know that what they do in school will make a difference and that
this will be true for all students. And we should be sure that the new
pivil rights act will permit employers to reward students who have done
, well. Anything else will teach students the wrong lesson.
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PRESIDENT 1EJECTS
SENATE AGREEMENT
ON ITS MEASURE

CITES EDUCATION GOALS

Bush Would Allow Employers
to Impose Higher Standards

Than a Job Requires

By ADAM CLYMER
Special to ll New York Tinwe

WASHINGTON, Aug. I - President
Bush has rejected Senator John C.
Danforth's efforts to win agreement on
civil rights legislation. Mr. Bush said it
was essential to the Administration's
education program to let employers
impose educational job requirements
higher than a particular jqb requires.
Mr. Danforth today released a letter
dated Syly 28 in whiq) he President
stated Ss objections, which the Senator
called "a very bad argument." The
Missouri Republican said it was "a
serious "stake for the President, for
his Administration and for the Republi-
can party to try to turn the clock back
on civil rights."

Mr. Danforth predicted that the leg-
islation he was sponsoring would be
passed by Congress and that a veto by
Mr. Bush, if it came, would be overrid-
den.

Mr. Danforth, speaking at a news
conference, sounded sorry, not angry,
as he insisted that Mr. Bush was "hon-
orable" but mistaken And he said his
disappointment with Mr. Bush on this
issue would have no impact on his
continued enthusiastic support for
Clarence Thomas, Mr Bush's nominee
for the Supreme Court. Mr. Danforth is
shepherding Mr Thomas through
meetuqgg with lazens of senators.

Arguments Are Ridiculed
In his letter, Mr. Bush said Mr. Dan-

forth's legislation, which would prohib-
it the use of employment qualifications
unnecessary for performance of the
job, would "seriously, if not fatally,
undermine the reform and renewal of
our educational system by discourag-
ing employers from relying on e4uca-tianal effort and achievement."

The President included a letter from
Education Secretary Lamar Alexan-
der contendig that Mr. Danforth's bill
"would threaten employer withFlyll
ability if they asked p ctive em-

ployees for a high shcool transcript or
a diploma." He said the bill would
damage the Administration's objective
of sending a message that education
was very important.

Mr. Danforth ridiculed those argu-
ments at a news conference today,
saying they could be accepted only "if
you believe that an employer on his
own is going to further educational
policy by shutting out 80-year-old peo-
ple who never got a Nschooldiplo-
ma." gth~colgo

For more than a year arguments,
over civil rights legislation have fo-
cused on how to interpret a 1971 Su.
preme Court decision, Origgs v. Duke
f Company, which was overruled

Bush Rejects Republican Compromise on Rights
Continued From Page Al

by the Court in 1989 in Wards Cove v.
Atonio.

Angry lawyers contended that their
interpretation was the only honest way
to look at the Griggs case, which
barred the power company from re-
quiring a high school diploma for jani-
tors, a standard that the court found
discriminated against blacks.

Mr. Bush's letter to Mr. Danforth
this week - which followed a face-to-
face discussion last Thursday - said
he was still committed to the Griggs
decision. Mr. Danforth said, "The pres-
ident says he agrees with Griggs, but
he doesn't."

And he said his efforts to settle on
language the Administartion would ac-
cept amounted to an 18-mointh "rain-
bow-chasing operation."

Mr. Danforth has played a central
role since early June, when the House
passed its version of the civil rights
ill, which generally would make it

easier to sue and collect damages in
job discrimination cases by overturn-
ing a series of 1989 Supreme Court
decisions.

He offered proposals that compro-
mised between the House and the
White House positions and then adjust-
ed them largely to meet many White
House objections.

Talks Break Down
But in late June his talks with Ad-

ministration aides broke down over the
question of qualifications, and Mr. Dan-
forth said it was a political decision
that Mr. Bush had to make.

When it went against him, Mr. Dan-
forth predicted that enough Republi-
cans would join him in voting for the
bill so it could win the 67 votes needed
to override a veto. There are 57 Demo-
crats, and Mr. Danforth has had 6 or 8
announced Republican allies at various

stages. He said today that others would
join and vote for the bill even though
they would not co-sponsor it.

The Senate will probably not take up
the bill until late September or Octo-
ber, after it has finished with the
Thomas nomination. It then would
probably go to a conference committee
for its final form.

Senator George J. Mitchell of Maine,
the majority leader, said earlier this
week that the Senate would deal with
the bill this year whether or not Mr.
Danforth and Mr. Bush agreed. "We
must act and we will," he said.

Criticism From Teachers

Tonight Senator Edward M. Ken-
nedy, the Massachusetts Democrat
who heads the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare and is the chief
Democratic advocate of the bill, said
Mr. Bush's position "seriously under-
mines the right of millions of working
women and minorities to be free from
discrimination on the job."

He said he looked forward to working
with Mr. Danforth to enact the bill
"even if it means overriding an unfair
Presidential veto that shields unac-
ceptable kinds of job bigotry."

The National Education Association
also attacked Mr. Bush's position, call-
ing it "dangerous and untenable." It
said discrimiantory hiring practices
would not promote educational
achievement.

While Mr. Danforth's tone today was
sorrowful, his words were caustic. He
said Mr. Bush was making a mistake
because "the most important thing a
politician can do is to try to keep the
country glued together" and his ap-
proach to the legislation was divisive.

He said Mr. Bush was not among
those Republicans who "believe this is
a terrific political issue." But he said
the argument that the bill would cause
employers to use quotas, which Mr.
Bush used against the House bill and
which some have applied to Mr. Dan-
forth's version, has "always bees a
total red herring."

He said the resident was support-
ing a "wrong-headed educational ob-
jective." and that even had he agreed
with it, the principle of equal opportuni-
ty was more important.

More national news appears
on page B6.

lI
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More Civil Rights Slogans
HE MAIN White House charge against the
pending civil rights bill is still that this is a
quota bill. It isn't, but if it were, so would

the president's alternative be. Their salient pas-
sages can scarcely be told apart. A Congress
expert at splitting or blurring differences and
tossing them to the courts could reach a compro-
mise in a day if the White House would assent.
Time and again it has refused, preferring a
slogan to a deal, and now comes a second charge
th*t the bill is also anti-education. The require-
ment is that hiring standards be related to the job
to be performed. The president chooses to take
that to mean "that employers cannot use educa-
tional standards in hiring decisions except in
limited circumstances."

I cannot," he says in a letter to Republican
Sen. John Danforth of Missouri, who had tried
again to enlist the administration to compromise,
"ignore the advice of the secretary of education,
the attorney general and the chairman of the
EEOC that the other pending proposals will
seriously, if not fatally, undermine the reform
and renewal of our education system by discour-
aging employers from relying on educational
effort and achievement." You know what that is
pious shorthand for. The new message is the
oldest of them all: that the price of advance in
civil rights is a lowering of national standards.
Mr. Danforth understands what is happening.
"It's a serious mistake for the president, his
administration and the Republican Party to turn
back the clock on civil rights," he said.

The ideologues, political label-pasters and,
above all, litigators grasping for marginal (and
largely imagined) advantage on both sides are the
ones who have kept this issue alive. The bill
began as an effort to reverse a group of largely
technical 1989 decisions by the Supreme Court,
the combined effect of which was to weaken
equal employment law as previously understood.

Even the administration agrees that these deci-
sions should be reversed.

The main sticking point is what an employer
must prove if his hiring and promotion standards,
even if not intended to discriminate, have a
"disparate impact" on blacks and other groups
protected by the law, meaning low percentages
of such groups get jobs. The administration says
civil rights groups and their allies in Congress
(where a House-passed bill is stuck in the Senate)
would leave so little room for defending such
standards that employers would be forced to
resort in self-defense to quotas. The advocates
say they're only restoring a rule of law that
worked just fine in the 18 years before the court
disturbed it and that leaves plenty of room for
defending legitimate employment standards-
those related to performance of the given job.
The two sides could work that out if there were a
will to do so.

But something else needs to be noted here: In
drafting the bill, civil rights groups, though gen-
erally professing merely to be restoring the
status quo, in fact went beyond the stated pur-
pose of restoration. They would increase the
access of complainants in discrimination cases to
jury trials and punitive damages. We think this
was wrong policy as well as wrong tactics. At
least most proposed compromises would now put
caps on damages, which is a step in the right
direction.

Mr. Danforth, having been rebuffed by the
president, says he and other moderate Republi-
cans are now ready to work out a compromise
that will be veto-proof, and Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, the leader of the interested Demo-
crats, says the same. They can do it, and they
should, but it's a shame they have to. On this one,
the president is poorly advised and on the wrong
side.
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The President's New Pretext
- Why there's just one reason after another to
explain President Bush's truculent opposition to the
modest, reasonable civil rights bill now pending in
j~angress.

For a long while, he denounced it as a hateful
promotion of "quotas" in employment. That's a
,reach indeed; Republican Senator John Danforth
)kays "It has always been a red herring." And now
Mr. Sushi has come up with another explanation,
.pd this one is a whopper: To protect workers from
Olscrimination, he says, would undermine reform of
American education.
- That is so implausible that members of Con-
gress may find it insulting. They, and ordinary
citizens, are left to wonder. If the President is so
-determined to find pretext after pretext to oppose
This bill, what's the real reason for his hostility?

e

According to Mr. Bush's logic, allowing dis-
riminatory hiring practices would increase educa-

Ial achievement. Howl It's in the national inter-
est that everyone graduate from high school - and
the bill wouldn't let employers insist on a high

school diploma as a qualification for any job, even
hoveling coal or emptying trash cans.

-51 Senator Danforth, who is trying to lead Mr.
.Bush's party out of its civil rights quagmire, has
nothing but contempt for the argument. Disgusted,
be will push ahead and predicts a veto-proof major-
4ty for the bill he is redrafting. Senator Danforth has
been plenty patient with Mr. Bush and his staff. Now
be's right to proceed.

The bill reflects a common view that the Su-
#reme Court was wrong in 1989 to overturn its 1971

interpretation of the law on hiring discrimination.
What the Court said in 1971, and a 5-to-4 majority
disowned two years ago, was that even when minor-
ities can't prove an employer intended to discrimi-
nate, they can win if they show the employer's rules
screened them out disproportionately.

For example, a company that insists that a
janitor have a high school diploma can fairly be
required to show that the requirement has some
bearing on job performance. The Bush Administra-
tion argues that having overqualified employees
bears on "legitimate employment goals" and
should be permitted, whatever the harm.

In simple terms, the White House doesn't want
to restore the rule of Griggs v. Duke Power Compa-
ny, the 1971 case, while majorities in Congress find
it an eminently fair reading of the landmark 1964
Civil Rights Act.

In that case former Chief Justice Warren Bur-
ger used homely, apt analogies. Congress, he said,
insisted on practical job criteria, not merely illu-
sory equal opportunity "in the sense of the fabled
offer of milk to the stork and the fox" in a vessel
from which one of them could not drink.

The law, he held, "proscribes not only overt
discrimination but also practices that are fair in
form, but discriminatory in operation. The touch-
stone is business necessity. If an employment prac-
tice which operates to exclude Negroes cannot be
shown to be related to job performance, the practice
is prohibited."

Now, however, the President disputes that rea-
soning with a new fable, about how racially biased
hiring policies enhance education. Congress has a
date with reality when it returns in the fall.

14
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TEXT OF LETTER FROM PRESIDENT BUSH TO SEN. DANFORTH

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 28, 1991

Dear Jack:
The meeting on Thursday was helpful to me, and I

appreciate all the energy you've put into the civil
rights issue.

As I understand it, you are worried that I would
allow what Griggs ruled out: the use of unjustified
educational requirements for menial jobs that are not
tied to promotion policies. The Attorney General as-
sures me that this is not allowed under my bill, but, to
nail it down, I've asked for some additional language,
which I am enclosing.

Ensuring that Griggs is preserved is far better
than broadly legislating new rules that say employ-
ers cannot use educational standards in hiring deci-
sions except in limited circumstances. I cannot
ignore the advice of the Secretary of Education, the
Attorney General and the Chairman of the EEOC
that the other pending proposals will seriously, if
not fatally, undermine the reform and renewal of
our educational system by discouraging employers
from relying on educational effort and achievement.

I understand that you have contacted Dick about
some of the other outstanding issues, and I hope you
can resolve them quickly so that I can sign a good bill
this year.

Sincerely,
Is! George Bush

The Honorable John C. Danforth
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Legislative History to Accompany
Section 3 of the President's Civil Rights Bill (S. 611)

The definition of the term "justified by business
necessity" is meant to codify the meaning of business
necessity as used in Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401
U.S. 424, 432 (1971), and subsequent cases, including
New York City Transit Authority v. Beazer, 440
U.S. 568, 587 & n. 31 (1979). Such a definition was
reaffirmed even by the dissent in Wards Cove.
"Griggs made it clear that a neutral practice that
operates to exclude minorities is nevertheless lawful
if its serves a valid business purpose." See 109 S. Ct.
at 2129 (1989) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (emphasis
added).

The Supreme Court has consistently made clear that
the business necessity defense must permit employers
to defend employment practices that they have adopt-
ed in the furtherance of legitimate employment goals.
At the same time, however, the Court has never
permitted the business necessity defense to excuse
arbitrary or whimsical employment criteria unrelated
to the demands of the employment or the employer's
valid business purposes. In Griggs itself, for example,
the operator of a power plant required applicants for
jobs as coal handlers to have a high school diploma
and to register satisfactory scores on two aptitude
tests. The defendant had never tried to determine
whether such credentials were relevant in any way to
work as a coal handler or to any other position in the
company.

In particular, the employer made no showing that,
in order to fulfill a genuine business need, its criteria
took into account capability for the next succeeding
position or related future promotions. See 401 U.S. at
431-432. Where an employer adopts educational cre-
dential requirements for a menial job without giving
any consideration to the relationship between such
requirements and the requirements of the job or any
other valid business objective (such as capability for
promotions), the business necessity defense is unavail-
able under Griggs and under this bill as well.

End of Section

Published by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC, Washington, D.C 20037
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June 21, 1991

The Honorable John C. Danforth
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforths

Governor Sununu has asked me to respond to your letters of
June 19 and 20. In your first letter you set out several
phrasesused in the course of discussions of "business necessity'

in the opinion in Grias v. fDuke Powtr.Co., 401 .S. 424 (1971),
and stated that one of these phrases -- 'manifest relationship to
the employment in question9 ** has been declared unacceptable bythe principal proponents of RR. 1. You suggested in both
letters that we should instead accept as the holdihg of Griwa
the phrase 'shown to be related to job 'performance.' Finally,
you suggest in your second letter that this phrase be codified as
the definition of #business necessity." As I will explain in
some detail, the one phrase declared oft limits' is the only
phrase that has been rationally defended as the definition of
business necessity under Sragga.

I appreciate your efforts to identify language in .agsgs
which the proponents of L.R. 1 will accept. I can imagine your
frustration that the proponents, notwithstanding their insistence
that they are merelyy restoring frigs*, are in fact prepared to
accept anything bu t the legal standard established by 0rigua*

One difficulty, however, with your suggestion is that it
rejects two decades of Supreme Court precedent. Indeed, the very
language now deemed unacceptable is the only language that the
Court has alwaIys treated as the operative standards 'aanifest
relationship to the employment in question.' Contrary to your

sugesedreading of the case, an unbroken line of Supreme Court
opinonsoverwhelmingly confirms this proposition. Nor is this

an issue on which there has ever been disagreement among the
Justices.

o Scarcely a year after Gigs was decided, Justice
Thurgood Narshall remarked in passing that 0rigs~ 'even
placed the burden on the employer 'of showing that any
given r'equireakant must have a manifest relationship to
the employment in question."# Jea.fferon~ v. Hackney,
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406 U.S. 535, 577 (1972) (Marshall, J., dissenting)
(quoting Grims.

0 In 1973, in McDonn.l Dglas Corp v. G s, 411 U.S.
792, 805-806, the Court quoted the 'related to job
performance* language, but only because it had Den
specifically quoted and relied on by the court below
(463 P.2d 337, 352 (1972)). The Supreme Court itself
re A eted its application to the case before the Court.
See 411 U.S. at 806-507.

o tI 1975, Justice Stewart, speaking for the Court and
joined by Justices Douglas, Brennan, White, Marshall,
and Rehnquist, said that the Court in xiggs had
#unanimously held' that an employer must 'aeet[] 'the
burden of showing that any given requirement [has]
. . . a manifest relationship to the employment in
question." Albamarle O Paer Co. v. oni, 422 U.S.
405, 425 (quoting grigg)..

o In 1978, the Court again quoted this same language when
stating the Griggs standard. The opinion vas written
by Justice Rehnquist, and joined by Chief Justice
Burger (the author of gj=l) and by Justiots Stewart,
White, and Powell. General Electric Co. V. ilbrt
429 U.S. 125, 137 a. 14.

o 0 n 1977, Justice Stewart again quoted this same
language from Grigs. He was speaking for the Court,
and his opinion was joined by Justices Powell, Stevens,
Brannan, and Marshall Dot hard v. a1linann, 433 U.S.
321, 329.

o In 1979, Justice Stevens wrote an opinion for the Court
quoting the same languages manifestt relationship to
the employment in quest ion.' He was joined by Chief
Justice Burger (the author of Griewsu) and by Justices
Stewart, Blackeun, and Rehnquist. Hav York Transit
Authority v. DIsale, 440 U.S. 65, 557 a. 31 (quoting
Grians and citing Aklal).

o Zn 1932, Justice Brennan's opinion for the Court, which
was joined by Justices White, Marshall, Blackmun, and ,
Stevens, quoted both formulations. The context makes
it clear, however, that the phrase 'manifest
relationship to the employment in question' is the
formulation adopted by "Mains and its progeny" in
establishing the analytical framework for disparate
impact cases. Connetgj.io v* ZSAAL 457 U.S. 440, 446.

This reading of TAA was later confirmed in an opinion
by Justice Blackmun, in which Justices Brennan and



Marshall joined. Justice Blackmun quoted the phrase
'manifest relationship to the employment in question,'
attributing it both to Taal and to Gri. See KiatAD
V. Fort7North Bank Xa.t, 487 U.S. 977, 1004 (1988)
(Blackmun, J., joined by Brennan and Marshall, 33.,
concurring in part and concurring in the judgment).
Elsewhere in the same opinion, these Justices quoted
the same language yet again, lee J,. at 1001.

Justice Powell's dissent in g also quoted the phrase
"manifest relationship to the employment in question."
se 457 U.S. at 481 (quoting Dothard's quotation of
adcas).

* Also in 1982, Justice Rehnquist mentioned in an opinion
for the Court that Brian had held that the employer
must show 'a manifest relationship to the employment in
question.' Iis opinion was joined by Chief JUstice
burger (the author of Drigg) and by Justices White,
blackmun, Powell, and O'Connor. General Building
ContractorskAs*n v. PennaYvan±ia 458 U.S. 375, 383 a.
S.

o n1988, Justice O'Connor quoted the same language in
an opinion joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and by
Justices White and Scalia* WA.sol v. Fort Worth Bank&
Trust, 487 U.S. 977, 997. As noted above, Justice
alackmun's concurring opinion, in which Justices
Brennan and Marshall joined, used the same quotation no
less than three times. ZA1 at 1001, 1004, 1005 see
also I at 1006.

o Finally, in the discussion of business necessity in
Wards Cove Packin_ Co. v. Atonia, 490 US. 642, 659
(1989), the Court cited the page on which the phrase
'manifest relationship to the employment in question"
appears in Matson, Bazger, and Gxia=ge. Even the
dissenting oinion (Stevens, J., joined by Brennan,
Marshall, and Blackmun, 3.) quotes this sae language
at least three times. L at 666, 68 a. 14.

In sun, the phrase 'manifest relationship to the employment
in question' correctly states the legal standard to which the
Supreme Court has unwaveringly held since Grians was first
decided. Apart from the citations in EgTa and M~oonnell Doulas,
which for the reasons discussed above do not undermine my
conclusion, the phrase you propose to treat as the holding in
RXa2a has never even been cited by the Court.

In response to the r ment in your June 20 letter, I must
say that it is not surprising that the opinion in grigg would
contain numerous phrases using the words &job performance' or the
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like. The facts of that particular case, and the arguments
generated by those facts, naturally led the Court to focus on the
question of whether the employment practices at issue predicted
job performance.

It is equally unsurprising, however, that the Court has
nevar thought or said that every disparate impact case should be
shoehorned into a narrow analytical framework dictated by the
particular facts at issue in rIgs.. That is why the Court has
always relied on the more general language of avigg * manifestt
relationship to the employment in questionO ** when stating the
legal standard established by griggs.

To take but one example, this language reflects the fact
that the G-i Court expressly left open the question 'whether
testing requirements that take into account capability for the
next succeeding position or related future promotion aight be
utilized upon a showing that such long-range requirements fulfill
a ennie business ned.' riosP , 401 U.S. at 432 (emphasis
added). The Court later held unambiguously, in a manner that
would have been difficult or impossible under the definition of
business necessity that you propose, that the business necessity
standard is satisfied it an employer's '1aqitimate eondaymnt .
.salsA..are significantly served by -- even it they do not
require -- [a challenged practioe].# hAA& , 440 u.s. at 587,
n.3l (Stevens, O., joined by burger, C.J., and by Stewart,
Slackaun, and Rehnquist, J:.) (emphasis added). This
understanding of business necessity has been completely
noncontroversial on the Court. Indeed, even the IUsltina
aoinion in Wads Cove firmly stated: UThe opinion in Gring made
it clear that a neutral practice that operates to exclude
minorities is nevertheless lawful if it serves a valid business
Pa s*.3. Wards-Cova, 490 U.S. at 665 (Stevens, J., joined by
Brennan, Marshall, and Blackmun, JJ., dissenting) (emphasis
added).

Neither does it seem sensible to create a legal rule under
which any employment practice not related to job performance
could give rise to a finding of liability under Title VII. We
know that there are legitimate employment criteria that would not
meet this standard. No smoking' rules provide one kind of
example. A rule against hiring those with criminal convictions
to work on a police orce offers another example. An employer,
decision to reject all applicants who lie on their employment
applications is yet another example.

For over a year, Americans have been told again and again
that the goal of this legislative initiative is to #restore
aios.' But we have never been told why the language from
9Gj that the supreme Court has been using for 20 years to
define business necessity' fails to codify Irias. )anr have we
been told why this language, or the language from Justice
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Stevens' 1979 eMLL.opinion, is unacceptable' as an appropriate
legal standard.

In your op-ed in the New York lims yesterday you said O[ILt
ever the devil was in the details he has been present...' in this
issue. I could not agree more. This is not a political issue,
or one in which now language can be lightly substituted for vell
understood precedent. As the President's chief legal advisor, I
have insisted on a reasoned and substantive review of every
proposal offered to deal with these matters. Before this
Administration and the Congress accept the departure from
precedent and from the stated objective of this legislation which
your proposal incorporates, I think it is only prudent that we
have a clear understanding as to why the definition of #business
necessity' consistently used by the Supreme Court for many years,
and without any objection from any member of the Court, is
suddenly unacceptable as a matter of policy.

Additionally, I must note that any agreement on an
acceptable definition of Obusiness necessity' would be
inseparable from agreement on the related issues raised by
efforts to codify disparate impact analysis and on the other
matters addressed in these bills. As you know from the
conversations that your staff had vith Administration attorney,
5. 1208 -- like N.R. 1 -- suffers in our view from serious
shortcomings in several respects.

I trust that we can continue to discuss these issues with a
view to achieving a constructive outcome,
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UNITED STATES SENATE
WA8HINSION 0 .

JOHN C. DAMPORTH
. MssentI

&7ufe 30, 1991

Honorable J7ohn Suunu
Chief of statt to the President
The White RoUse
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear ohnsI

Yesterday, you said that everyone agrees that
the objective of civil rights legislation should be
to return to the Supreme Court's decision in gajgg
V. Dke Power Co and that the definition of
business necensstyw should be lifted verbatim from
that decision. I think that your suggestion is very
important, and that it offers the possibility of a
real breakthrough in resolving this problem.

The issue dealt with in Origgs to explained by
Chief justice aunger in the first sentence of the
Court's opinion

We granted the writ in this case to resolve
the question whether an employer is rohibited
by the Civil Rights Act of 1944t Title VII, from
requiring a high school education or passing of
a standardized general intelligence test as a
condition of employment in or transfer to 3obs
when (a) neither standard is shown to be

aI~j~~~Si~ad 4 .t gs4 *fi ±

The Court then proceeds to analyse the
*mployment standards before it. With respect to two
tests administered to employees, the Court finds
that,

Neither was directed or intended to measure
the ability to learn to perform a particular job
or category of Sobs# (40% V.. at 42S)

The Court then analyses Title VII as follows$
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SENT BY:Xerox Telecopler TuXu o * m

better qualified simply because of minority
Origins. Far from disparaging Job qualifica-
tion as such, Congress has made suCh
qualifications the controlling factor, so that
race, religion, nationality, and sex become
irrelevant* What n rA ac zd d

for the to An got (he psin in thepsh rqt.
(40, U.S. at 41 eMph&aSi suppied)

John, &S you can see a fair reading of Griggs
is not a matter of lifting one isolated sentence out
of context. From the beginning of the opinion to the
end, Griggs is about ob performance, Therefore, it
is clear to me that JieCourt best defines business
necessity at 401 V.s. 431. Using Griqgs language
verbatim, the legislation could provide thati

The term required by business necessityN
m Saansshown to be related to Job performance.

Let me know what you think.

Scacerelyr

cos Senator lobert Dole
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DISCRIMINATION ENDGAME
By Paul Gewirtz

Danforth's effort to forge a consensus on a

W ih the apparent collapse of Senator Johnnew civil rights act, and President Bush's
nomination of Clarence Thomas to the Su-

preme Court, a showdown national debate on civil rights
is at hand. The time ma- have come when the deep poli-
cy disagreements underlying the debate over the bill will
finally be discussed more openly and candidly. Of
course, there's alread% been an enormous wrangle over
the civil rights act-perhaps the most sustained consid-
eration of racial issues by national political officials in at
least twenty years. Yet the discussion has been thin. The
fault isn't with the issues (which the media have repeat-
edly mischaracterized as "technical"). Deeply impor-
tant matters have been at stake. But they've been ob-
scured by polemics and platitudes, evaded by political
fear, at times pushed aside b- legal details.

What's at stake are different ideas of what discrimina-
tion means and what equality requires, different views
about affirmative action preferences (not simple "quo-

PAUL GEWIRTZ is professor of law at Yale Law School.

tas"), and different stances toward mentocrauc crite-
ria. A great deal turns on the path our society takes Yet
it's been impossible for most people to understand the
debate precisel% because the fundamental polkc dis,-
agreements have been obscured Here, then. is an ef-
fort to make these divisions clear.

The centerpiece of the proposed legislation is its
codification of what lawyers call a "disparate impact"
conception of discrimination. This is profoundl% differ-
ent from what the word "discrimination" means to
many people. Discrimination commonly means some-
one's prejudiced intent to treat members of certain
groups worse than others. A "disparate impact" stan-
dard deems an action discriminatory because it has a
more adverse effect on certain groups than others.
whether or not discriminatory intent produced it

The view that disparate impact is presumpuxelh dis-
crimination doesn't pervade the law But ina sees of
cases beginning with Gnggs 1.Dukr Pow Comparn in
1971. the Supreme Court held that an employment
practice having a disparate impact on racial minoriues
or women is unlawful under Title \1l of the 1964 Cml
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Rights Act unless the employer can demonstrate that
the practice is significantly related to effective job per-
formance or to some other business need. Gngs has
had tremendous practical consequences. Through liti-
gation, fear of litigation, or acceptance of its basic prin-
ciple, it deserves more credit for integrating America's
workplaces than any other law case.

But in 1989, in a case called Wards Cove v. Antonio,
the Supreme Court gutted Griggs--mainly by changing
the law to require the employee to show that employ-
ment practices resulting in disparate impact do not
have an adequate business justification, rather than re-
quiring the employer to show they do. Wards Cove,
along with several other restrictive Court decisions,
sparked the recent congressional activity.

It is important to understand that, until now, Con-
gress has never explicitly embraced or spelled out the
disparate impact notion of discrimination. The Griggs
impact standard that developed in the pre-Wards Cove
era was a creation of the Supreme Court and federal
agencies, which gave very broad interpretations to ut-
terly vague wording of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. This
sort of dynamic interpretation of statutes bN courts and
agencies, though not unusual or illegitimate, has thus
far allowed Congress to avoid responsibility for a highly
controversial civil rights policy that other government
officials developed in Congress's name.

approach give this basic justification: where an

Those of us who support the disparatenimpact
employment practice has a disparate impact on
minorities or women, the practical effect is just

as harmful whether or not it is caused bN intentional
discrimination. Moreover, practices having disparate ef-
fects build on historic wrongs. exacerbating these
groups' existing disadvantages and, in fact, often mea-
suring attributes that they lack precisely because of past
discrimination. Thus, before allowing an employment
practice to create exclusionary patterns, the employer
should at least have a substantial reason for engaging
in the practice. Employment tests, for example, should
be good tests, which predict real job performance, not
free-standing quizzes that say nothing about how well
people will actually do the job.

Critics of the disparate impact approach are dis-
turbed by the idea that numerical disparities are pre-
sumptively discriminatory. After all, there can be legiti-
mate explanations for numerical hiring disparities by
race or sex. Cultural factors may lead people from dif-
ferent groups to choose different lines of work to dif-
ferent degrees. Or disparate effects may be caused by
reasonable business decisions (say, closing a plant) and
by hiring standards that are meritocratic or otherwise
sensible. Given generations of harmful discrimination,
it should not surprise us if members of historically vic-
timized groups, on the average, possess somewhat few-
er skills and achievements that society properly values
and businesses understandably prefer. If the disparate
impact is caused by the "pool," critics say, it is misguid-
ed to attack the hiring standards. They are concerned

I

that the fear of legal liability will lead employers to
avoid creating disparities by abandoning reasonable
employment practices, or using preferences or quotas
for minorities and women.

Critics also have a broader cultural worn if disparate
impact ideas are legitimated. The very focus on the
group effects of employment practices can foster think-
ing about equality in terms of group rather than indi-
vidual rights (Thomas's basic concern). And disparate
impact theory's focus on disproportionate effects can
contribute to a belief that proportional representation
of minorities is the real measure of equality.

In truth, there often is a trade-off between prevent-
ing disparate harms to historically disadvantaged
groups and allowing employers the leeway to pursue
legitimate business objectives. The basic policy choice
is how that trade-off should be made. Grgs, in m%
judgment, charts a wise middle course. It doesn't con-
demn all disparate impacts or require proportional hir-
ing of the races; it doesn't mandate "equalit' of re-
sults." Not all disparities even make out a prima face
case of discrimination, only disparities between proper-
ly defined comparison pools. But if there is a disparate
impact, Griggs requires the employer to show that the
employment practice is significantlyh related to suc-
cessful job performance" or (in some cases) other
"business needs." Weak justifications for disparate im-
pacts won't do, even if employers are pursuing legit-
mate business goals.

W hat underlie 
the divisions 

in the current de-
baeare their fnaetlydifferent am

roaches to the basic police trade-off--chffer-
ences that have been obscured b% the

"technical" terrain on which the battle is being waged
Civil rights advocates, focused on aiding members of dis-
advantaged groups, strongly embrace disparate impact
ideas. The original version of the bill, introduced with a
couple of hundred congressional co-sponsors, would
have required employers to show that a challenged em-
ployment practice is "essential" to effective job perfor-
mance. This would have gone beyond Gnggs and other
pre-Wards Cove cases, and made employment practices
having a disparate impact enormously difficult for em-
ployers tojustif. While now supporting a more moder-
ate standard, civil rights activists continue to push for a
relatively broad version of the disparate impact test-
either by simplifying the plaintiffs burden of showing
statistical disparities or by toughening the employer's
burden of justification (for example, barring anN busi-
ness justification unrelated to job performance).

The Bush administration has sided with the longtime
critics of the impact test. Its initial testimon% before
Congress on the proposed legislation argued that
Wards Cove shouldn't be overturned: and though it has
publicly moved off that position, its approach to the so-
called "technical" issues in the bill reflects an underlN-
ing dislike of the impact approach. Most important.
although the administration now seems to agree that
employers should have the burden ofjustifying emplo%-
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ment disparities, it has pressed for statutory language
making it quite easy for employers to show an adequate
justification. Thus it has pushed to allow employers to
use hiring practices that don't actually measure ability
to perform the job at all (but instead serve vague "legit-
imate business objectives"), or that have only the loos-
est connection to job performance.

How the bill ultimately resolves these sorts of "tech-
nical" matters will make the difference between having
a vibrant impact test or a weak one that adds very little
to the traditional prohibition on intentional discrimi-
nation. And though the administration and Congress
have at times seemed to be converging on a compro-
mise position, the deeply felt underlying policy differ-
ences may make certain final concessions seem too
much a compromise of principle, even if the actual
differences become relatively small.

tral to the current debate, is related to the dis-

T he "quota" 
question, 

which has become cen-

parate impact test, but is really broader than
that. The basic issue is this: Is it acceptable for

employers to use racial preferences to hire and pro-
mote minorities ahead of whites who are equally or
more qualified under non-racial criteria? The issue
isn't simply the acceptability of "quotas" (if that means
fixed racial percentages), but the acceptability of racial
preferences more broadly; not simply whether there's a
relationship between the disparate impact tests and ra-
cial preferences, but the place of preferences under
Title VII more generally; not simple the appropriate-
ness of race-conscious recruiting to enlarge the minor-
ity applicant pool (which few oppose), but preferential
treatment in actual hiring and promotion decisions.

The issue has been badl1 distorted in the debate so
far-on all sides. To begin with, too few of the bill's
supporters have been candid. Honest observers, as well
as common sense, will tell you that to some extent a
disparate impact test does encourage racial prefer-
ences. Yet the bill's supporters generally say it will not
do so.

To be sure, special preferences aren't "compelled"
by a disparate impact test (some administration spokes-
men have suggested they are). But the point of the
impact test is to encourage employers to focus on re-
sults, and to reexamine hiring practices that cause dis-
parate results-either justifying them or avoiding them
with changed hiring practices. In theory employers al-
ways meet their burden of justifying disparities, and
therefore avoid legal liability, if they use truly merit-
ocratic standards; but litigation is always risky, and los-
ing a discrimination lawsuit can be costly. Thus, the
impact test inevitably gives some practical incentive to
avoid legal risks by avoiding disparate results, and pref-
erences are an easy way to do that. (The higher the
statute puts employer's burden of justification, the
greater the practical incentive.) "Quotas" in the sense
of rigidly fixed racial percentages are unnecessary; an
employer avoids legal risks by being very roughly in the
range of proportional hiring and using flexible prefer-

ences to achieve that.
In fact, civil rights advocates have long encouragec

this form of affirmative action. And in several control
versial cases (most famously, Weber v. Steelworkrs and
Johnson v. Transportatun Authont), the Supreme Cour
has upheld their use. Indeed, several justices arguec
that the preferences are permissible precisely because,
their use would cut the employer's risk of potentiallN
violating Title VII's disparate impact test.If the bill's supporters were honest-and politically'

brave-they'd face up to this and defend at leas
some affirmative action racial preferences. A de
fense exists, even where the racial preference

means that some less qualified minorities are hirec
ahead of more qualified whites. For me, properlN struck
tured affirmative action programs are a justifiable
means of overcoming the continuing effects of out
country's long history of discrimination. Others defend
them as promoting diversity, overcoming inadequacies
in existing standards, developing customer or commu
nity relations, enhancing long-term recruiting, or coun
teracting ongoing discrimination. Furthermore, the im
pact of minority preferences on whites overall i5
modest, since in virtually no valued area of Americar
life, even with preferences, goals, and "quotas," d(
blacks end up with a share of jobs (or admissions) tha'
is greater than their proportion in the population; anc
in most areas they end up with far less.

Those who make the case for racial preferences, of
course, must engage the serious arguments against:
them: that they are unfair to those individuals passed
over, stigmatize and stereotype the groups purportedly
benefited, compromise decent meritocratic values
stimulate racial resentments that would otherwise no:
exist, entrench racial ways of thinking about oneseL
and others, and will lead to a permanent]% quotifiec
society. Politicalltdefenders of preferences also have
to address the fact that manN whites toda% do not be
lieve they are responsible for our racial predicament
or that it is their responsibility to address it. On bal
ance, though, a case for various types of racial prefer
ences can be made. But liberals and moderates in Con-
gress have been afraid to take the issue on and defend
what they support.

Their evasion is certainly no more blameworth% than
the president's distortion of the quota issue. Contrary
to what many of his critics have said, the president's
central wrong is not that he has drawn anm link be-
tween the disparate impact approach and racial prefer-
ences; as I've indicated, there is some practical link
Moreover, the president is full) entitled to argue that
racial preferences are morally wrong and bad for the
country. A lot of decent people believe that.

The president's failing is the simplistic, divisive waN
he has moved onto America's most sensitive ground
Yes, civil rights advocates have sometimes been simplis-
tic and divisive too; but the president is the country's
leader. He has failed to emphasize common ground in
an area, above others, where the country needs to be
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reminded of it; and he has not helped the county see
that the divisions over the racial preference issue con-
cern a hard moral and policy question that can pro-
duce honest disagreements among people of goodwill.
He has wrongly suggested that the congressional bill
requires quotas. He has ignored that there's some in-
centive to quotas in his own proposed bill, and that his
administration accepts racial preferences in some con-
texts. And by exaggerating the quota issue, he encour-
ages racial resentments that are always close to the sur-
face in American life.

Politically stung by the president's charge that the
bill is a quota bill, House Democrats (with a few Repub-
licans) recently tried to strike back, with a tricky
amendment to the bill that would prohibit quotas-or
what they defined as quotas. What the House Demo-
crats did was move from a defensive position of deny-
ing that the disparate impact test would encourage
quotas to an offensive position of banning them. This
allowed the Democrats to answer the president's slogan
("it's a quota bill") with their own slogan ("we've abol-
ished quotas"). Both slogans obscure the fact that the
real issue isn't just quotas, but the broad question of
affirmative action racial preferences. The House Demo-
crats don't want to abolish all such preferences. Thus,
their political strategN required them to define what's
barred and not barred, opening up for resolution all
the contentious issues about racial preferences more
generally-issues they've long avoided like the plague.

sion. First, as the Republicans have correctly said,

T wo things stand out in the House's quota proi-

very little is prohibited. Quota is defined very
narrowly as a fixed number or percentage. But

very few hiring programs that give racial preferences use
utterly inflexible numbers. The second and more signifi-
cant feature-and something that virtuallI no one seems
to have noticed-is that for the first time in the history of
federal civil rights legislation, Congress endorses the use
of racial preferences for minorities in employment. The
bill explicit "approve [s] the lawfulness of voluntary> or
court ordered affirmative action that is ... consistent
with the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United
States in employment discrimination cases ... as in ef-
fect on the date of the enactment of this Act."

These approved decisions include the controversial
case of Weber v. Steelworkers. Weber upheld "voluntary"
racial preferences for minorities as consistent with Title
VII. (Other approved decisions involved "court-
ordered" hiring and promotion goals as a remedy for
proven discrimination.) The racial preference in Weber
was not a quota as the House has now defined that
word, since the numbers weren't absolutely fixed. But
of course most people who object to "quotas" think
that Weber (or the follow-on Johnson case involving wom-
en) is precisely the problem, for it supports racial pref-
erences that override other qualifications or seniority
provisions, and endorses using racial numbers as a
benchmark in hiring. Indeed, the Weber decision has
long been the target of conservatives. But the House

bill approves Weber and related decisions, and presun,
ably immunizes Weber from modification by the new
conservative majority on the Supreme Court (which
has alread% greatly tightened standards for racial pref-
erences elsewhere).

Although President Bush hasn't focused on it, this
provision, more than any other in the many versions of
the civil rights bill, best supports his "quota bill*
charge, since it actually endorses affirmative action ra-
cial preferences. The provision reminds us, though.
that established Supreme Court decisions on affirma-
tive action do authorize racial preferences in a broad
range of circumstances. It also should remind us that
racial preferences are now a relatively entrenched (if
controversial) part of American life from universities to
the corporate workplace, supported by powerful bu-
reaucracies and constituencies in many of these institu-
tions. To the extent that George Bush thinks most ra-
cial preferences should be illegal, he wants to roll back
Supreme Court case law on affirmative action and a lot
of established practices. Thus far at least, he hasn't
been prepared to say that's his objective.

It is, however, the open objective of Senator Jesse
Helms, and may yet become the president's. Largely
unnoticed outside Washington, Helms provoked great
agitation in the Senate four weeks ago bN introducing an
amendment to the crime bill that would ban all race-
and sex-based "preferential treatment" in employment
The amendment was tabled on June 27, but it will surelN
resurface when the Senate takes up the civil rights bill.
Helms has adapted, with a vengeance, the provision in
the House bill prohibiting "quotas'" His avowed objec-
tive is to force those senators who sal the% oppose "quo-
tas" to take a stand on prohibiting the broader practice
of racial preferences. Helms will be shrewd enough to
eliminate a politically easN reason to oppose his amend-
ment by accepting a modification alreadN offered b%
Senator Robert Dole that would permit special recrmut-
men of minorities and women for an employer's appli-
cant pool-a broadl) acceptable form of affirmative ac-
tion. This will force a Senate showdown on preferences
in actual hiring and promotion: the hot spot.

last twenty years of civil rights law is that Con-O ne of the most extraordinan 
things about the

gress has had virtually nothing to do with large
parts of it. The Griggs disparate impact test and

virtually the entire law of affirmative action were forged
by federal judges and administrative agencies, not Con-
gress. And though Congress came close to assuming
responsibility for these policies when it amended Title
VII in 1972, it backed off then and has been silent]h
acquiescent ever since.

Something seems to have gone wrong in a democracy
when Congress does not assume responsibility for poli-
cies that so fundamental' changed the country Yes.
some of the recent debate suggests reasons for legisla-
tive abdication through statutory ambiguin or silence. A
head-on political debate about racial matters in our soci-
ety might lead to rejection of wise policies or to even
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deeper racial dnisions than currently plague us There
is an argument that the country was well served b) what
has occurred these past twenty years-with relatively in-
dependent judges and officials evolving a disparate im-
pact theory of discrimination and a relatively permissive
law of affirmative action, without the direct involvement
of congressional politics. A premise of modern judicial
activism, after all, is that we cannot expect majoritarian
political institutions to resolve fairly issues involving the
treatment of "discrete and insular minorities," such as
racial minorities, because on such matters prejudice
and political distortion are all too likely in majoritarian,
white-controlled institutions.

But as a practical matter, civil rights advocates can no
longer avoid the political arena. The Supreme Court is
no longer an institution that minorities look to as a
distinctiveh safe harbor from majoritarian politics. The
entire current crisis over civil rights was caused by a
series of unfriendly civil rightss decisions by the CourL
In fact, one of the obstacles to achieving a compromise
civil rights bill in Congress is that civil rights advocates
now so distrust the Supreme Court that they are hostile

to using consensus-building fudgewords in the statute.
fearful that the Supreme Court will resold e an ambigu-
ities against them.

But there is a deeper reason for thinkng that the
political arena, not the courts or agencies, is where the
powerfully contested civil rights policies now belong
These policies continue to reshape our society. and
continue to divide it. Subject to constitutional con-
straints, the ulumate responsibility for making major
police in our democracy is properly with Congress Fur-
thermore, no large social policy can or should long
survive if the broader public does not come to accept it
Indeed, one reason the American public may conunue
to reject the appropriateness of racial preferences--
even though courts and agencies have approved and
required them-is that Congress has never openly af-
fimed these policies and accepted responsibility for
generating public understanding of them.

To be candid and wise about such matters-to delib-
erate about them publicly in a way that does not fur-
ther divide our society-will be enormously difficult
But it is time for us to try. *
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COUNSEL'S OFFICE
RECEIVED

AUG 16 1991
August 11, 1991

Richard E. Day
P.O. Box 1212 .. .

Morehead City, N.C. 28557

Mr. C. Boyden Gray
Counsel to The President
Executive Office Of The President
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Gray:

Congress is struggling again with a "Civil Rights Bill" which will lead
to quotas in private sector labor practices. For three years I have
been struggling against an established quota system within the federal
government. This system has denied not only my civil rights, but also
denied me due process and equal application of the law. The two
examples below show the extent that a policy of deliberate reverse
discrimination and affirmative action quotas already 'exists within
civil service.

Example 1

In June 1988, I applied for a promotion. A female working in my
office also applied for the same Project Engineer position. As part of
the selection process, the selecting official received a memo from the
Commanding Officer (a military colonel) stating that the selecting
official was to ensure that equal employment opportunity policies and
objectives were followed. Attached to the memo was a note from the
activity Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Office stating, "There is
one white female on cert [selecting certificate]. This grade grouping
level, GS-09-12, is under representative for white females by 17
according to the facility Ultimate Goals Report [quotas]". The female
was promoted.

Question: Was the female equally or better qualified?
I can provide extensive evidence proving she was not. But let me
provide only this for now. The female's supervisor (who was also one
of the selecting officials) stated before the selection that the
female, "was not experienced enough for the management position", and
that he was, "dissatisfied with her work". He stated my work, "is
outstanding and [I] have no competition for the position." He also
stated the female (having once been an EEO representative herself)
threatened him about her "EEO rights" to the position.



Example 2

In November 1990, I applied for another promotion in my office.
Among the candidates for this Program Manager position was a Black
male. As part of the selection process, the chairman of the selection
panel received a memo from the Commanding Officer stating that the
chairman was, "to ensure that my [Commanding Officer] equal employment
opportunity policies and objectives are followed". The Commanding
Officer in his memo also directed the panel chairman to read to the
other selection panel members all parts of the memo and specific
additional information supplied with the memo.

This information supplied regarding the facility EEO Numerical
Objectives (quotas] stated, "the category to be filled is under
represented for Black males". It stated, "there are no minorities
above the GS-11 level". In addition to the information on affirmative
action quotas, the memo also directed that the chairman read to the
selection panel members the following: "He [selection panel chairman]
was directed to report for necessary [disciplinary] action any
violations of the Commanding Officer's EEO policy and objectives". The
first and most important element of the performance appraisal of all
supervisors (selecting officials) and on which their job security rests
is "compliance with EEO objectives". The Black male was promoted.

Question: Was the Black male equally or better qualified?
I can provide extensive evidence proving he was not. But again, I'll
provide only this for now. The selection panel didn't think the Black
was the best qualified person, because in spite of the Commanding
Officer's pressure and quota requirements, they recommended that I be
promoted to the position. Still, the selection official "after
consulting with the EEO office" disregarded the selection panel
recommendation and promoted the Black to the position instead.

These two reverse discrimination examples affected one person in a
short period of time. In federal service, similar instances are more
often the rule rather than the exception. This practice is driving
quality people to quit civil service or withdraw commitment to their
jobs. No government agency today can afford either. Our taxpayers
deserve much more.

A recent article in New Dimensions Magazine quoted a Gallup Poll which
found that Americans reject affirmative action 8-1. The May 27 issue
of Time Magazine quoted a statistic in which 77 percent of the whites
polled felt affirmative action programs discriminate against whites.
You and The President have taken a stand against the injustice of
reverse discrimination; an injustice that hurts us all, black and
white, male and female.



I am surely preaching to the choir, but the same New Dimension magazine
article stated, "Experience has shown that all reverse discrimination
accomplishes is to further heat the fires of racism and hatred". The
Times magazine article referenced earlier stated that racial tensions
are rising. It further stated, "Black conservatives say their people
have become addicted to racial preferences instead of hard work" and,
"Blacks now stand to lose more from affirmative action than they gain."
Many years ago you had already fully understood the "destructive force
of quotas".

Something has to be done; some changes are needed. Affirmative action
quotas and reverse discrimination within civil service are just as
rehenisible as they are in the private sector. There is a great deal
at stake. In my profession, where we are responsible for investigating
the causes and prevention of military aircraft crashes, there is no
room for anything other than the best qualified engineers. This is not
the case. People's lives and mult-million dollar aircraft are at risk.

So why am I writing you? I need a little help. Maybe in return, my
reverse discrimination situation can be used as examples to help you in
your fight for equal opportunity and a better life for all Americans.
By helping me, you will be helping us all.

How can you help me? The enclosure explains in detail, but
essentially I need to identify those attorneys and organizations who
are knowledgeable and willing to help me fight my legal battle against
reverse discrimination. This legal battle could add substance to our
stand against quotas. I don't want any special treatment or
consideration. All I want is an equal chance which I have been denied.
All I want is my day in court to let the judicial system work fairly.
The investigation and handling of my case by government officials was
an obstruction of justice which impeded my rights to a fair and
impartial consideration.

Mr. Gray, please review enclosure (1). Give me an opportunity to talk
with you or some of your staff on this matter. Time is very critical
as it relates to my situation. Please contact me at: work (919)
466-8055 or home (919) 726-7220.

Very respectfully,

Richard E. Day



Background

I filed a "reverse" discrimination complaint against the Dept. of
the Navy because affirmative action quotas were used as the basis for
promotion. Attachment (a) provides some facts showing how strong my
case is.

Investigation by internal government officials found no
discrimination. The investigation was an obstruction of justice with
the intent of hiding reverse discrimination. Numerous violations of
policy/regulations impeded my rights to prompt, fair, and impartial
consideration. Acts of reprisal were taken against me by management
officials for filling my complaint. The government decision involved
erroneous interpretation of and misapplication of law and regulations.
The investigation was not thorough and the resultant report stated
erroneous facts and analysis. Attachment (b) provides details.

I appealed the decision, but my request for appeal was illegally not
accepted for consideration.

I requested the case be reopened. I received notification of denial
of that request on November 26, 1990. This denial stipulated I had 30
days to file a civil action. It also stated that if I could not find
or afford an attorney, the court would appoint one.

Since I could not afford an attorney, I relied on district court
officials who provided me a standard form on which to file my
complaint. They also told me my case would be properly and timely
filed if I mailed the form by certified mail within the 30 day time
limit. On Dec. 24, 1990, within the 30 day time limit, I mailed my
complaint along with a request to proceed in forma pauperis.

District court denied my request to file form pauperis.

The federal defendants filed for a dismissal of the case because the
complaint was not filed in district court until Dec. 27 '90, three days
after I had mailed it and one day after what they considered to be the
deadline. There was a federal holiday in between the time I mailed the
action and when it was filed by the court.

I borrowed money and obtained a local attorney who filed a counter
motion in federal district court on my behalf to accept the case.
Attachment (c) is that motion.

Attachment (d) is the courts final decision which rejected and
dismissed my civil action.

I have asked my attorney to appeal to the 4th District Appeals Court.



I have written more than a hundred letters seeking legal and
financial assistance. Attachment (d) identifies organizations
contacted. There are apparently no organizations willing to aid
individuals in the unprotected classes involved in reverse
discrimination cases. There are few North Carolina attorneys with
indepth knowledge or willingliness to represent plantiffs and fight
reverse discrimination complaints.

Some firms declined stating they represent only employers. Many
declined because it was not in their best interest and feared hostility
from certain groups for litigating reverse discrimination suits. A few
were honest enough to admit that the prevailing mindset of most
attorneys runs counter to reverse discrimination and view equal
opportunity as the special preserve of certain groups rather than
rights shared equally by all.

How can you help in my fight against quotas and reverse discrimination?

Identify knowledgeable pro bona attorneys to represent me and fight
my case.

Identify organizations or individuals who would provide financial
assistance to help fight my case. It is discouraging that none
of the the tax exempt organizations contacted represent all people.

Case law examples to overturn the district court ruling to dismiss my
case. These can be provided to aid my attorney: Mr. David Voerman of
New Bern, N.C. Telephone (919) 638-5611.

Time is very critical as my appeal will be heard shortly in Appeals
Court in Richmond. Any help you can provide would be greatly
appreciated and would help us all.
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DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT ISSUES

FACTS USED TO SUBSTANTIATE CLAIM OF DISCRIMINATION

1. POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT STATES THAT CANDIDATES WILL BE
EVALUATED BASED ON EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION, TRAINING, AWARDS,
PERFORMANCE RATINGS, AND WOULD BE QUALIFIED BY THREE KSA'S
(KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES). COMPARED TO MYSELF, THE
SELECTEE HAD MUCH LESS TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE, DID NOT PERFORM AS
WELL ACADEMICALLY IN COLLEGE, HAD LESS MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND
EXPERIENCE, HAD NO AWARDS, HAD LOWER PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS, AND
HAD NO FIRST HAND KNOWLEDGE OF ONE OF THE KSA'S.

a. I HAD EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE AND
ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE (TEN YEARS WITHIN THE PSD, NINE YEARS OF
THAT WITH THE AV-8). SELECTEE HAD LESS THAN ONE FOURTH THIS
EXPERIENCE.

b. I HAD THIRTY MONTHS EXPERIENCE AS THE ACTING AV-8B
GS-855-12 LEAD ENGINEER (THE POSITION FOR WHICH I WAS NOT
SELECTED). SELECTEE HAD SIX MONTHS EXPERIENCE.

c. MY PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE REFLECTS ANNUAL OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS (TWO WHILE WORKING THE AV-8, ONE AS THE AV-8
LEAD ENGINEER), COMMANDING OFFICER LETTER OF APPRECIATION, TWO
PERSONNEL CERTIFICATES OF COMMENDATION, SUSTAINED SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE AWARD, COST REDUCTION AWARD. SELECTEE HAD NO
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS AND NO AWARDS.

d. SELECTEE HAD FEWER ENGINEERING COURSES IN THE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE. SELECTEE'S GRADE POINT AVERAGE IN HER
DISCIPLINE WAS BARELY ADEQUATE TO GRADUATE FROM COLLEGE.

2. MUCH OF THE WORKED PERFORMED BY SELECTEE REFLECTS (BY ACTUAL
OFFICE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES AND NADEP POSITION
DESCRIPTIONS) WORK THAT IS ONLY ACCEPTABLE AT THE GS-9 GRADE
LEVEL; IT DOES NOT REFLECT WORK ACCEPTABLE FOR THE GS-12 GRADE
LEVEL.

3. ONE OF THE SELECTING OFFICIALS STATED IN FEB 88, THAT THE
SELECTEE WAS NOT EXPERIENCED ENOUGH TO BE A LEAD ENGINEER AND THAT
HE WAS DISSATISFIED WITH HER WORK. HE DISCUSSED WAYS I COULD STILL
RUN THE PROGRAM EVEN WITH THE SELECTEE ACTING AS THE LEAD ENGINEER.
THIS WAS JUST A FEW MONTHS BEFORE THE SELECTION WAS MADE. HE STATED
TO THE EEO COUNSELOR THAT I WOULD HAVE BEEN SELECTED IN DECEMBER
87.

4. THERE ARE VERY FEW FEMALES IN THE PSD IN MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS. A CLASS ACTION TYPE SUIT WAS BEING BROUGHT AGAINST THE
FACILITY FOR UNDER REPRESENTATION OF FEMALES.



5. POSITION DESCRIPTIONS OF SELECTING OFFICIALS IDENTIFY
RESPONSIBILITY FOR CARRYING OUT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLANS. THEIR
WITHIN-GRADE SALARY INCREASES AND CAREER GROWTH ARE DEPENDENT UPON
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE SELECTION
WAS MADE, THE EEO OFFICE PROVIDED THE SELECTING OFFICIAL WITH A
MEMO ADVISING THAT THE FACILITY WAS SHORT BY 17 WHITE FEMALES ITS
EEO NUMERICAL GOALS AND REMINDED HIM OF HIS AFFIRIMATIVE ACTION
RESPONSIBILITIES AS A SUPERVISOR.

6. SELECTEE (ONCE AN EEO COUNSELOR OR REPRESENTATIVE HERSELF)
ON AT LEAST TWO OCCASIONS APPROACHED ONE OF SELECTING OFFICIALS
ABOUT HER "RIGHTS" TO THE POSITION. THERE WAS AN IMPLIED THREAT OF
AN EEO SUIT IF SHE DID NOT GET THE POSITION.

7. PRIME SELECTING OFFICIAL WAS GOING TO ANOTHER BRANCH. AS
THIS NEW BRANCH HAD NO MINORITIES OR FEMALES, HE WOULD LOSE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
REQUIREMENTS (SEE #5 ABOVE). ALSO, HE WOULD NOT HAVE TO RESOLVE ANY
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM A POSITION HE FILLED NOW BY AN
UNQUALIFIED PERSON.

8. PRIME SELECTING OFFICIAL STATED HE HAD TO WAIT UNTIL
SELECTEE BECAME ELIGIBLE FOR THE POSITION BEFORE HE COULD ANNOUNCE
AND FILL THE POSITION (SHE WAS NOT QUALIFIED FOR THE POSITION
BECAUSE SHE DID NOT MEET THE MINIMUM OPM REQUIREMENTS FOR
TIME IN GRADE).

9. REGULATIONS REQUIRE THAT CANDIDATES FOR MERIT PROMOTIONS BE
EVALUATED AGAINST PRETERMINED CRITERIA IDENTIFIED IN THE MERIT
PROMOTION ANNOUNCEMENT. SELECTING OFFICIALS HAD TO DISREGARD THIS
CRITERIA BECAUSE THE SELECTEE WOULD NOT HAVE QUALIFIED. SELECTING
OFFICIALS STATED CRITERIA IDENTIFIED IN THE ANNOUNCEMENTE WERE NOT USED
BECAUSE THEY WERE OUTDATED. THE SELECTING OFFICIAL HAD HOWEVER
CERTIFIED BY SIGNATURE ONLY WEEKS EARLIER THAT THE CRITERIA IN THE
ANNOUNCEMENT WERE CURRENT AND VALID. CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICE STAFFING
SPECIALISTS CERTIFIED THAT THE SELECTING CRITERIA WAS IN FACT CURRENT
AND NOT OUTDATED.

10. AT THE TIME THE SELECTION WAS ANNOUNCED, PRIME SELECTING
OFFICIAL COULD NOT TELL ME WHAT SELECTION CRITERIA HE HAD USED TO MAKE
THE SELECTION. THIS WAS BECAUSE THE SELECTION WAS BASED ON PREJUDICE
AND NO CRITERIA HAD BEEN USED. HIS PERSONAL SELECTING CRITERIA WERE
GENERATED ONLY AFTER IT WAS KNOWN THAT THERE WOULD BE A DISCRIMINATION
COMPLAINT. THE SELECTION CRITERIA FINALLY PRODUCED WERE NON-STANDARD,
SELECTIVELY CHOSEN TO ATTEMPT TO SUPPORT THE PRE-SELECTION, AND WERE
NOT OBJECTIVE AS EVIDENCED BY OBVIOUSLY BIASED AND SKEWED NUMERICAL
VALUES GIVEN.



DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT INVESTIGATION IRREGULARITIES

1. The exceptional and irregular circumstances involving the
investigation of the complaint impeded my rights to prompt, fair, and
impartial consideration. These irregularities were violations of
regulations and law.

1.1 At the onset of the investigation, I was given misleading and
incorrect information by NADEP Cherry Point EEO officials. An EEO
official assigned to my case told me that if I obtained an attorney, ALL
attorney fees would be my total obligation. It was not stated that I
could REQUEST relief to help defer the cost of an attorney IF I won the
suit. The EEO official stated if I accepted any other GS-12 position, the
investigation would be automatically terminated. In hind sight, I
believe the intended purpose of the NADEP internal investigation was more
to discourage me from continuing with the suit than to determine the true
facts and try for settlement at the lowest level.

1.2 The investigation conducted by the Discrimination Complaint
Investigation Component (DCIC) of the Civilian Personnel Center in
Norfolk, Va. was a blatant attempt at hiding reverse discrimination. The
DCIC investigator was a minority, investigating a reverse discrimination
complaint. I had initiated action to provide the DCIC investigator with
much pertinent source data, in advance of his scheduled interviews. The
purpose of this was to allow him to prepare and conduct a quality
investigation. During the interview, it was apparent that the DCIC
investigator had given no prior consideration to the provided evidence.
During the interview, the DCIC investigator showed little interest in the
case and asked few pertinent questions.

1.3 I questioned the DCIC investigator on who else he was going to
interview besides the selecting officials. I had previously provided the
names of approximately 30 people who had information which could
substantiate my complaint. The NADEP EEO counselors report identified
several people who had pertinent information but who wished
confidentiality until the formal interviews. The investigator's response
to my question was that he was interviewing NO ONE else. When I
complained, the DCIC investigator told ME to obtain written and signed
statements from these individuals and include their statements with my
rebuttal. From the onset, it was apparent that the DCIC investigator had
no intention in conducting a quality "reverse" discrimination complaint.
The DCIC investigator made no attempt to investigate or substantiate my
evidence while he was on site at the NADEP facility.

1.4 The Administrative Judge from the Charlotte EEOC office who
was to conduct the scheduled hearing disapproved (would not allow) three
fourths of my proposed witnesses. The testimony of these witnesses would
have clearly proven that the agency's stated reasons for my non-selection
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have clearly proven that the agency's stated reasons for my non-selection



were in fact a pretext to hide discrimination. The EEOC Administrative
Judge was of a "protected class" sent to investigate a discrimination
complaint filed by someone not in a "protected class". The attorney for
the agency was also in a "protected class" (a black female). Because the
witnesses which the EEOC Judge DID APPROVE were management officials or
"hostile witnesses for the defence", and because of reprisal actions
which were being taken against me by management; I thought it would be in
my best interest to request the EEOC Judge to cancel the hearing and have
her make a decision without a formal hearing.

1.5 Because of the actions which were being taken against me as a
result of filing my discrimination complaint, I had to file a grievance
concerning reprisal actions. Management officials provided FALSIFIED
documents to refute my allegations. During my PARS review, my supervisor
told me I would probably not be promoted for other positions because of
filing my discrimination complaint.

1.6 Historical, past actions by management officials had resulted
in general fear of reprisal for persons testifying in formal complaints.
Because numerous proposed witnesses expressed fear of reprisal for
testifying on my behalf, I expressed my concerns in a memo to the NADEP
Commanding Officer stating that I would not be able to receive a fair and
impartial hearing. It was my intent to have him endorse that memo or
provide his own which I could have shown proposed witnesses to reassure
them there would be no reprisal for their involvement in a reverse
discrimination case.

1.7 Unfortunately, the Commanding Officer's response, which was
provided only to me, addressed primarily not eliminating fear; but rather
complaint action a witness could take AFTER reprisal action had been
taken against them. This did not resolve my problem of convincing
proposed witnesses there would be no reprisal. I believe that because my
complaint was "reverse" discrimination, the Commanding Officer felt that
existing policy was adequate and that additional action on his part was
unnecessary, even though I had specifically identified a problem. His
decision I believe impeded me from fair and impartial treatment. A
simple endorsement of my memo would have been sufficient to ensure
witnesses of no reprisal.

1.8 While I was preparing for the scheduled interview, management
officials directed in writing that I not provide any discrimination
complaint documents to any one in the facility. The stated purpose of
their direction was that it was disruptive to the efficient operation of
the workplace. My immediate supervisor stated it was not disruptive. The
ONLY person that really felt it disruptive and complained was one of the
selecting officials. The actual purpose of management's direction was I
believe to impede proper investigation of my discrimination complaint,
and to prevent proposed witnesses access to relevant information
necessary for the investigation.



1.9 Federal regulations state that "Employees have the right and
responsibility to seek information regarding staffing policies and
procedures." Regulations further stimulate that "to assure maximum
credibility for the merit system, priority assistance will be provided to
answer employee questions concerning staffing-related matters." As I had
no attorney and was preparing my own case, I requested by memo that our
Civilian Personnel Department (CPD) set up a meeting so that I could
obtain this information. I indicated subsequently by phone I was
bringing a list of questions. However, at the meeting, CPD officials
then suddenly refused to answer ANY questions relative to general merit
promotion policy and procedures. At the meeting CPD officials stated
that in order to obtain these answers, I would have to first submit the
questions AGAIN by formal memo. Even after I submitted another official
memo with the questions, CPD STILL did not provide any answers to my
questions.

1.10 Department of the Navy regulations require that a complete
record of each competitive placement action effected under the Merit
Promotion Program be retained so that all actions associated with the
selection can be reconstructed. DON regulations also allow informal
access to certain official merit promotion records, especially when the
information is required for processing complaints. I requested by
official memo that CPD set up a meeting and have available the complete
merit promotion case file for my review. I explained that this was
necessary in order to proceed with my discrimination complaint. I
specifically requested that prior to the meeting, they sanitize personal
information in accordance with the Privacy Act. At the meeting, I was
refused access to most of the records. I was told that I would have to
request this information again under the Freedom Of Information Act.

1.11 Following CPD's refusal to have available for my review the
placement record, I requested by formal letter to the NADEP Commanding
Officer, that under the provisions of the Freedom Of Information Act,
that all documents/records associated with the selection be provided so
that I could reconstruct all actions associated with that selection.
Although regulations require that a response to a FOIA request be
provided within TEN DAYS, the information provided in response to my
request took EIGHT weeks to obtain and was provided only after I pursued
the request. In addition, the information finally provided consisted of
only two documents which were already part of the complaint case file.
As requested, the provided information did not include the documentation
showing how the job analysis was conducted, certification that the KSAs
were current, crediting plan evaluation, task examples and general level
definitions. All this type data is required to be kept as part of the
placement record under DON regulations. This data which was never
provided would have proved that the selection was discriminatory.

1.12. In preparation for the hearing before the EEOC
Administrative Judge, I requested the NADEP Commanding Officer provide me
other pertinent data under the FOIA. In that request of Jan 2, 1990, I
specifically requested that certain personal data be sanitized first.



While some of the data was provided in a short period of time, it took
more than FIVE MONTHS to receive a response from the Naval Air Systems
Command that other data could not be provided. Even though my initial
request had stated the data was required for an official investigation
and asked that the data be sanitized, it was ruled the data was an
unwarranted invasion of privacy and would not be provided.

1.13. I provided my sworn affidavit to the Discrimination
Complaint Investigation Component (DCIC) Investigator during an hour and
a half interview scheduled on December 7, 1988. I was told by the
investigator that he would interview principles next and meet with me
again that same afternoon so we could talk and I could provide a rebuttal
to their affidavits. A phone call that afternoon from the investigator
cancelled our second interview. The investigator explained that he was
giving the principles ten days to provide their affidavits, and at that
time I could provide my rebuttal. The principles were actually allowed
TWO MONTHS to complete and provide their affidavits. Even though they
were allowed more than TWO MONTHS to complete their affidavits, I was
informed by the NADEP EEO office that I had to review their affidavits
and provide my rebuttal within FIVE DAYS. These actions clearly show
unfair and partial treatment.

1.14. Even though the affidavits of all management officials and
many other documents produced by management related to my case were
produced on government computers, I was directed by management to not use
a government computer to generate documents relative to my case. The
regulations are vague in certain instances as to what constitutes
unauthorized use of computers. Since government time is allowed, it is
reasonable to assume that use of government computers to generate
official documents DIRECTLY TO to my immediate management relative to my
case, is also allowed. The interpretation of the regulations as it
applies to this case, and specific prohibitive directive given, may have
been more to impede my efforts than to ensure proper use of government
computers. Government computers were frequently used to play home
computer games.

2. The Department Of Navy decision involved erroneous interpretation of
law and regulations and misapplication of established policy. It
involved erroneous statement of facts, and did not provide a thorough and
valid analysis of the evidence. One of the management officials at the
NADEP (who provided a sworn affidavit) was so sure of the government's
position on "reverse' discrimination, that he told me much of my own
affidavit would not even be read. The DON decision certainly bears this
out. This obvious attempt at hiding reverse discrimination is an
obstruction of justice.

2.1. Law requires that the findings of fact must be analyzed to
determine whether the activity articulated a legitimate,
nondiscriminatory reason for its actions. It requires that the activity



present evidence to support those reasons. The law requires that the
findings of fact be analyzed to determine whether the reasons offered by
the activity were true reasons or just a pretext for discrimination.

2.2. The DCIC investigator was provided with approximately 300 pages
of documentation and evidence as proof of discrimination. The DCIC
official report summarized my position in less than one third of a page.
Much of that summarization was also in error in that it did not present
my arguments as I had provided them. It did not address the extensive
arguments which proved that the employer's articulated reasons were
unworthy of credence. The investigation report did not address ANY of the
extensive material evidence which was provided as proof of
discrimination. The report did not provide ANY material evidence that
showed that the activities nondiscriminatory reasons were in fact
legitimate. The report was erroneous in its data (even to the point of
contradicting data provided by the NADEP EEO report), was basically
sloppy, and was missing parts of critical selection documents which were
part of the official case file.

2.3. The EEOC Recommended Decision contains numerous errors in
fact. The report incorrectly states that I was an Electronics Technician
GS-856-11 for eleven months when in fact the period was approximately 6
and 1/2 years. It incorrectly states that I was an Electronics
Technician GS-11 between Jun 87 and Oct 87 when in fact I was a
Electronics Engineer GS-11. The EEOC Recommended Decision states
incorrectly that the selectee was rated highly qualified when in fact the
rating was only qualified. This information was incorrectly stated even
though it is correctly and clearly provided in the case file. The
factual analysis of the employer's articulated reasons, (which is clearly
idiosyncratic), to determine pretext is also in error.

3. New and material evidence is available that was not readily
available when the previous decision was issued.

3.1. The selecting official has now contradicted the very reasons
for my non-selection which he and others provided in sworn affidavits and
made part of the official case file. Those reasons (even though they
were a pretext for hiding discrimination) were the basis for the
government decision.



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA MAY

NEW BERN DIVISION 9
NO: 91-4-CIV-4-H J. RICH LoARD

U.eS. DIST ER K'STICToK

RICHARD E. DAY, )
Plaintiff

v. ) PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE
) TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS

DEPARTMENT OF NAVY, ) AND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
et al)

Defendant )

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The Plaintiff, Richard E. Day, is employed by the federal

government at the Naval Aviation Depot, Cherry Point, North

Caroli-a. in early 1989, ne applied for promotion to the position

of Electronics Engi er, GS-0855-12. Mr. Day was denied the

promotion in lieu of a female, Ms. Owensby.

In February, 1989, Mr. Day filed with the Naval Aviation Depot

a formal complaint in which he alleged sex discrimination. On

April 28, 1989, Gerald B. Gartman, the Equal-Employment Opportunity

Officer for the Marine Corps Air Station at Cherry Point,

determined that although Mr. Day had met his burden of establishing

a prima facie case of sex discrimination, the management had

articulated legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for the promotion

of s. wenbyover Mr. Day (Attachment 1) .

In February, 1990, Mr. Day sought review with the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission by an administrative judge

without a hearing. In that proceeding, Judge Muirhead concluded



that Mr. Day had failed to prove that the defendant's reasons for

Mr. Day's nonpromotion were merely a pretext for sex discrimination

(Attachment 2). The Secretary of the Navy concurred in that

decision (Attachment 3).

Notice of the adverse decision was sent to Mr. Day's address

by certified mail. On April 19, 1990, Mr. Day's wife signed for

the certified letter. However, the Days were experiencing marital

dif ficul ty at that time, and Mrs . Day hid the letter from him. Mr.

Day, consequently, did not receive actual notice until May 2, 1990

(Attachment 4--affidavit) . Twelve days later, within the specified

twenty (20) day period from actual receipt, Mr. Day appealed the

Secretary's decision to the Equal Opportunity Commission

(Attachment 5). However, the Commission concluded that the twenty-

day period had begun when Mrs. Day received the notice; therefore,

they concluded that Mr. Day's appeal was untimely and dismissed on

that ground (Attachment 6).

Mr. Day then requested that the Commission reopen his case

(Attachment 7) . He received notice that his request to reopen was

denied on November 26, 1990 (Attachment 8) . On December 24, 1990,

within the 30 day time limitation, Mr. Day mailed an application

to proceed in federal district court in forma pauperis.

(Attachments 9 and 10) .
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ARGUMENT
I. MR. DAY, FILING IN FORMA PAUPERIS, MADE A GOOD FAITH

EFFORT TO SPECIFICALLY ALLEGE EMPLOYMENT-RELATED SEX
DISCRIMINATION. NOW WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL, HE
IS PREPARED TO AMEND HIS COMPLAINT TO TECHNICALLYMET
THE REQUIREMENTS THAT FEDERAL EMPLOYEES COMPLAINING OF
EMPLOYMENT-RELATED SEX DISCRIMINATION FILE UNDER 42
U.S.C. 2000e-16(c).

When Mr. Day received notice that his request to reopen had

been denied, he applied to the United States District Court to

proceed in forma pauperis. He subsequently also completed a form-

type complaint which specifically alleged employment discrimination

pursuant to Title VII and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The pre-

printed portion of paragraph 3 of the complaint also provided that

jurisdictionin is specifically conferred on the court by 42 U.S.C.

02000e-5."

Equity requires that Mr. Day's form complaint should not be

barred simply because its boiler plate language cites to the wrong

jurisdictional statute, especially when paragraph 9 of the

complaint, written by Mr. Day himself, specifically alleges inter

alia that Mr. Day was not promoted "because of [his] sex."

In the alternative, Mr. Day, with the assistance of counsel,

requests that he be allowed to amend his complaint to comply with

the technically-correct jurisdictional requirement. (See attached

Motion to Amend).

3
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THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION ERRED IN
DISMISSING MR. DAY'S APPEAL FOR LACK OF TIMELINESS. HE
HAS, THEREFORE, EXHAUSTED ALL REQUIRED ADMINISTRATIVE
REMEDIES.

The commission mailed its final decision to Mr. Day by

certified mail. Mr. Day's wife signed for the letter on April 19,

1990. However, due to the strained domestic relationship which

existed between the Days at that time, Mr. Day did not actually

receive the notification until May 2, 1990. Pursuant to 29 C.F.R.

1613.231-233, Mr. Day had twenty days within which to appeal the

adverse administrative decision.

At issue is whether the 20-day period began to run on April

19 when Mrs. Day received the notification or on May 2 when Mr. Day

had actual receipt. The 20-day time limit is triggered by the

employee's actual notice of the adverse agency disposition, and

the employee is not bound by the date on which his representative

received notice. Cooer v. Lewis, 644 F.2d 1077 (5th Cir. 1981).

The Cooper court based its holding on the concept that Title VII

claims should be construed liberally in favor of the complainant

in order to effectuate the Act's remediat-purpose. "Requiring

personal receipt of notice by the affected employee, who will often

be without an attorney, comports with the everyday realities of

Title VII litigation as well as effectuates the fundamental

objectives of the Act." Id.

In December 1990, the Supreme Court applied the same reasoning

to the 30-day appeal period provided for in 42 U.S.C. section

2000e-16(c). Specifically, the statute provides that an employment

I 4
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discrimination complaint against the federal government under Title

VII must be filed "within thirty days of receipt of notice of final

action taken" by the EEOC. The Court affirmed the fifth circuit's

holding that a notice of final action is "Leceived" when the EEOC

delivers its notice ,ither to the employee or the employee's

attorney, whichever is first. Irwin v. Veterans Adm.1, 11 S. Ct.

453 (1990).

Mrs. Day's signing of the return receipt on the letter in no

way constitutes "receipt" by the claimant or claimant's attorney.

Indeed, only one jurisdiction has held that a wife's recent of

notice constituted notice zo the husband. Mouriz v. Avondale

. Shipvards. Inc., 428 F. Supp. 1025 (E.D. La. 1977). That case is

clearly distinguishable in that the couple was harmoniously living

together; the husband simply neglected to look through the mail

for a few days. Id.

In the case at hand, the 20-day time limitation began to run

on May 2, 1990, the date of Mr. Day's actual recei pt. Mr.Dys

appeal was postmarked May 14, 1990, one week before the statute of

limitations had run. Consequently, the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission was in error when it dismissed Mr. Day's

appeal f or lack of timeliness. The agency's contention that Mr.

Day has failed to exhaust his administrative remedies due to his

disregard of the government's "rigorous exhaustion requirements and

time limits" is without merit.
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III. THE 30-DAY TIME LIMITATION FOR FILING AN APPEAL WAS
-TOLLED WHEN MR. DAY MAILED HIS APPLICATION TO PROCEED IN
FORMA PAUPERIS.

The United States District Court for the Western District of

North Carolina held that the thirty-day time period provided by 42

U.S.C. 2000e-16(c) is subject to equitable tolling. Grier v.

Carlin, 620 F. Supp. 1364 (1985). In the Grier case, the plaintirr

sued defendant in his official capacity as post master general.

The court held that the plaintiff's filing of the application to

proceed in forma pauperis tolled the statute until the court's
disposition of the application. The court reasoned:

The purpose of Title VII as a whole is remedial in nature
and it is the type of legislation which laymen are more
likely to be involved in. By treating the time period
of [section] 2000e-16(c) like a statute of limitations
subject to equitable tolling... the remedial purpose is
furthered. This is so especially in cases.. .where the
Plaintiff filed her application to proceed in forma
pauperis within the time period.

Id. at 1365.

As cited earlier in the Irwin case, the Supreme Court has held

that even if a complainant does not stricty- comply with a filing

deadline, his error may be excused under equitable tolling

principles. Irwin, 111. S. Ct. 453. Those principles are especially

applicable when the claimant has exercised due diligence in

preserving his legal rights.

Mr. Day received notice that his appeal was denied on the

afternoon of November 26, 1990 . Mr . Day then contacted the cl erk

of court's office and inquired as to how to proceed. He

6 'ii
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subsequently requested and received an application to proceed in

forma pauperis. He was also informed by that office, and therefore

believed, that because he was using the mail, under Rule 6 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, he would have an additional three

days in which to file. Mr. Day completed the application and

mailed it to Margaret Baxter, Clerk of Court, on December 24, 1990.

Mr. Day fully believed that by depositing the necessary forms in

the mail to be delivered to the clerk, he had complied with the

applicable statutes and rules of procedure (Attachment 4).

Laszly, there has been no prejudice to the defendant. Even

if the court should find that Mr. Day's action commenced one day

after the statute ran, there is certainly no evidence that a single

day in any way affected the viability of the agency's defense. In

the interest of justice and equity, the court should deem the

statute tolled at the time the application was postmarked for

delivery to the clerk of court even though the application was not

marked "filed" until one day after expiration of the 30-day

statute.

CONCLUSION

At all times during the course of this action, Mr. Day has

exercised due diligence in the protection of his legal rights.

Unfortunately for Mr. Day, the officers of the court who have

provided assistance to him before he obtained a lawyer have not

been as diligent. First of all, Mr. Day's appeal of the Equal

7
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been as diligent. First of all, Mr. Day's appeal of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission was erroneously dismissed as

untimely. Notification of an adverse decision made to the

complainant's wife does not constitute "receipt" for the purpose

of the running of the-time limitation for filing an appeal. Mr.

Day did, in fact, appeal within the statutory period.

Secondly, Mr. Day, acting in forma pauperis, has necessarily

had to rely on information and forms provided by officers of the

- court. His reliance on a pre-orinted jurisdictional statute should

not be fatal to his claim, especiall si

lawyer and seeks to amend his complaint to contain the correct

jurisdictional statute.

Mr. Day also relied on information provided by an officer of

the court in believing that he had an additional three days for

filing his application, if he did so by mail. Tolling of the

statute is, therefore, required on equitable principles alone.

Pursuant to case law, tolling is also mandated by the filing of the

application to proceed in forma pauperis.

For the above stated reasons, the court should deny both the

defendants' motion to dismiss and motion for summary judgment.

Respectfully submitted, this is the day of

---. , 1991.

DAVID P. VOERMAN, P.A.
Attorney for Plaintiff

David P. Voerman
8



P.O. Box 1534
New. Bern, NC 28560
(919) 636-5611

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of Plaintiff's

Memorandum in Response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and Motionfor Summary Judgment was served upon the following by depositing
the same in a properly addressed and postpaid wraoer in an

official depository under the exclusive care and custody of the

United States Postal Service, New Bern, North Carolina and

addressed to:

Linda Teal
Assistant United States Attorney
Civil Section
P.O. Box 26897
Raleigh, NC 27611

and
David E. Kirkpatrick
Counsel, Code 005
Naval Aviation Depot
Naval Air Station
Norfolk, VA 23511-5899

This is the _ __ _day of , 1991.

DAVID P. VOERMAN, P.A.
Attorney for Plaintiff

Davi.d. (vcerman
1315 S5. Gl enburnie Road
Suite 19, Thomas Square
P.O. Box 1534
New Bern, NC 28560
(919) 636-5611
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH

NEW BERN DIVISION
NO: 91-4-CIV-4-H

RICHARD E.

J.RICH LEONARD, CLERK
COURT U.S. DISTRICT COURT

P.D1ST N0CARC A ROL IN.",'CA

DAY.
Plaintiff

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND COMPLAINT

DEPARTMENT OF
et al

NAVY,

Defendant

Richard E.
15 of the Rulesc

Day, Plaintiff, moves the court
of Civil Procedure for leave to

pursuant to Rule
ile an amendment

to his complaint in the above entitled cause, as shown in the

"4

FI

...........

attached "Amendment to Complaint".
This is the /&'day of May, 1991.

DAVID P. )VOERMAN
Attorney for Plaintiff

1315 S. Glenburnie Road
Suite 19, Thomas Square
P.O. Box 1534 -
New Bern, NC 28560
(919) 636-5611



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
NEW BERN DIVISION
NO: 91-4-CIV-4-H

RICHARD E. DAY,
Plaintif

V.

DEPARTMENT OF NAVY,
et al

Defendant

~ ) AMENDMENT TO COMPLAINT

Now comes Richard E. Day. Plaintf-f, with leave of the court,

and amends his complaint:

By striking paragraph 3 in its entirety and iserting ii

thereof the following:

3) This action is brought pursuant to Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 for emovment discrimination. Jurisdiction is

specifically conferred on the Court by 42 U.S.C. 2000e-16(c).

This is the day of , 1991.

DAVID P. VOERMAN
Attorney for Plaintff

1315 S. Glenburnie Road
Suite 19, Thomas Square
P.O. Box 1534
New Bern, NC 28560
(919) 636-5611

'A
I
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VERIFICATION

Richard E. Day, first being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he is the plaintiff in the foregoing action;

that the contents of the foregoing amendment to the complaint

are true to his own knowidge, except as to matters stated on

information and belief, and as to those matters, he believes them

to be true.

RICHARD E. DAY.

Sworn to and subscribed before me
this the I( day of

1991.

NOTARY PUBLIC

My commission expires: : U NOTARY '

. UDg o

A Jl C

I,

I I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of Plaintiff's

Motion to Amend Complaint was served upon the following by

depositing the same in a properly addressed and Postpai4 wrapper

in an or-LcIas epository under the exzlusIve care and custoav o-

the United States Postal Service, New Bern, North Carol14a

addressed to:

Linda Teal
Assistant United States
Civil Section
P.O. Box 26897
Raleigh, NC 27611

and

David E. Kirkpatrick
Counsel, Code 005
Naval Aviation Devot
Naval Air Station
Nor folk, VA 23511-5899

This is the '_ _ day of 7 , 991.

DAVID P. VOERM4AN, P.A.
Attorney for Plaintiff

David P. Voerman
1315 S. Glenburnie Road
Suite 19, Thomas Square
P.O. Box 1534
New Bern, NC 28560
(919) 636-5611

and

At torneyv
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RICHARD E. DAY, Plaintiff
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H. LAWRENCE GARRETT, III, Secretary of the
Department of the Navy; RICHARD
THORNBURG, Attorney General; MARGARET
CURRIN, U. S. Attorney; JERALD B. GARTMAN;
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Jury Verdict. This action came before the Court for a trial by jury, The issues have been triec and the jury has rendered
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decision has been rendered.
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rpi
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JL

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLtNA
NEW BERN DIVISION

NO. 91-4-CIV-4-H

RICHARD E. DAY, )

Plaintiff,

V. ) ORDER

DEPARTMENT OF NAVY, )
et al.,

Defendant.

This matter is before the court on Defendants', H. Lawrence

Garrett III; Richard Thornburg; Margaret Currin; Jerald B. Gartman;

William T. Taylor; Lonnie Scott; and Leslie 0. Wetherington,

motions to dismiss pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 2000-16(c) and Rules

12(b)(1) and 12(b)(6), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for lack

of subject matter jurisdiction and failure to state a claim upon

which relief can be granted. Alternatively, Defendants move for

summary judgement pursuant to Rule 56, Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure. Furthermore, Defendants move this court to dismiss

Defendants Richard Thornburg, Margaret Currin, Jerald B. Gartman,

William T. Taylor, Lonnie Scott, and Leslie 0. Wetherington because

they are not proper parties in an action under the Civil Rights Act

of 1964, as amended. Lastly, Plaintiff moves this court pursuant '

to Rule 15 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for leave to



file an amendment to his complaint.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The Plaintiff, Richard E. Day, is employed by the federal

government at the Nava- Aviation Depot, Cherry Point, North

Carolina. In early 1989, he applied for promotion to the position

of Electronics Engineer, GS-0855-12. Plaintiff complains that sex

discrimination resulted in the selection of a female candidate

rather than himself.

Plaintiff filed a formal complainz of sex discrimination with

the Naval Aviation Depot. After investiaaticn of his complaint,

the Naval Aviation Depot Commanding Officer determined that there

was no evidence to support his charge of sex discrimination.

Plaintiff was informed of his rights concerning appeal and sought

a recommended decision by an Administrative Judge with the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (hereinafter EEOC). The

Administrative Judge concluded that Plaintiff had not met his

burden of proving sex discrimination in the selection process for

the Electronics Engineer position at the Depot. The Secretary of

the Navy concurred in that recommendation, provided his decision,

and informed Plaintiff of rights of further appeal and associated

time limits for appeal.

Plaintiff appealed the Secretary of the Navy's decision to the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. He was not timely in this _

appeal and the EEOC dismissed it on that ground. After further

Appeal to the Commission by Plaintiff the EEOC denied Plaintiff's

2



request to reopen his case. When Plaintiff received the Denial of

Request to Reopen, Plaintiff was notified that he had the right to

file a civil action in the appropriate United States District Court

within thirty (30) days. Plaintiff filed an application to proceed

in forma pauperis on December 27, 1990, which was denied on January

9, 1991, by the Honorable J. Rich Leonard, United States Magistrate

Judge. Subsequently, on January 15, 1991, Plaintiff filed the

present action seeking judicial review of the EEOC's decision.

DISCUSSION

Section 717 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §

2000e-16, provides for federal employment discrimination and

proscribes an administrative and judicial system to address claims

of discrimination by-federal employees. Section 717(c) permits an

aggrieved employee to file a civil action in a federal district

court for review of claims of employment discrimination. Attached

to this right of civil action is the requirement of exhaustion of

administrative remedies. The administrative and judicial remedies

have time limits that must be followed in order to provide an

orderly system for resolution of complaints. In the present case,

the Plaintiff has failed to adhere to two of these time limits.

I. NOTICE OF APPEAL TO THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

The Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 29, section

1613.233(a), provides, " ... a complainant may file a notice of

appeal at any time up to 20 calendar days after receipt of the

3



agency's notice of final decision on his or her complaint."

Plaintiff claims that he did not receive actual notice of the final

decision until May 2, 1990. He alleges that the twenty (20) days

time limit did not start to accrue until actual notice was

recieved. In Harvey v. City of New Bern Police DeDartment, 813

F.2d 652 (4th Cir. 1987), the Fourth Circuit Court rejected the

actual receipt rule for the more flexible rule of the Fifth and

Eleventh circuits. Under the flexible rule, there is a case-by-

case examination to determine whether an equitable tolling of the

filing period is appropriate. If reasonable grounds exist for an

equitable tolling, the suit will be permitted to proceed. In the

present case, the Plaintiff claims that his wife withheld the April

19, 1990, notice because of strained marital relations. The EEOC

received notice of his appeal on May 14, 1990. In order for the

notice of appeal to be timely, it must have been filed on or before

May 9, 1990. Plaintiff received notice of these time limitations

on multiple occasions and still had seven (7) days from the date

of the alleged actual notice to file a timely appeal to the EEOC.

The seven days were adequate time to prepare and file notice of

appeal; however, he failed to do so.

Failure to comply with administrative time limits is not a

jurisdictional bar; it is simply a failure to exhaust

administrative remedies. In limited situations, the time limits

may be subject to estoppel. See Zoarafov v. V.A. Medical Center,

779 F.2d 967, 968-970 (4th Cir. 1985). The administrative remedy

of section 717 serves an important function in the resolution of
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claims by government employees. The Supreme Court stated in Brown

v. General Services Admin., 425 U.S. 820, 833 (1976), the statute

"provides for a careful blend of administrative and judicial

enforcement powers," and "rigorous administrative exhaustion

requirements." The failure to exhaust administrative procedures

may be fatal to a complainant's judicial action. See Plowman v.

Cheney, 714 F.Supp. 196 (E.D.Va. 1989); Woodward v. Lehman, 717

F.2d 909 (4th Cir. 1983).

Having examined the record in this case, this court does not

consider the Plaintiff to be entitled to estonel. His failure to

comply with the administrative procedure is not excusable in light

of repeated notification of the administrative time constraints.

Plaintiff admits that he had an entire week to file an appeal after

the alleged actual notice was recieved.

II. FILING OF CIVIL ACTION

Plaintiff petitioned the EEOC to reopen his appeal and allow

administrative review. This request was denied on November 26,

1990. Section 717(c), 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-16(c), of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, explicitly states that the complainant must file his

civil action "[w]ithin thirty days of receipt of notice of final

action ... ." Plaintiff again failed to follow the proper time

limits. The civil action was filed January 15, 1991, fifty one

(51) days after notice of final action. Plaintiff would have this

court apply the concept of equitable tolling to allow the

application to proceed in forma pauperis to be filed and answered
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by the court. However, even if this court tolls the time period,

the fact sill remains that the Plaintiff filed his action one day

after the time period had run.

In Irwin v. Veterans Admin., 111 S. Ct.453, 456-458 (1990),

the Court stated that section 717(c) of the Civil Rights Act of

1964,"§ 2000e-16(c)[,] is a condition to [the government's]

waiver of sovereign immunity and thus must be strictly construed."

The Court further held that the concept of equitable tolling is

applicable in claims filed pursuant to section 717(c). However,

"the principals of equitable tolling ... do not extend to what is

at best a garden variety claim of excusable neglect." In the

present case, Plaintiff claims that he was informed by the clerk's

office that Rule 6(e) of the Fed. R. Civ. P. applied to claims

filed pursuant to §_717(c) and would allow three (3) extra days to

file his complaint. In Dimetry v. Department of the United States

Army, 637 F.Supp 269, 270 (4th Cir.1985), the court held that a

claimant, who was one day late in filing a complaint under §

717(c), was not entitled to three extra days under Rule 6(e) in

which to file his civil action after receiving notice of decision

by EEOC. Plaintiff's reliance on Rule 6(e) amounts to a "garden

variety claim of excusable neglect" and should be dismissed as

being untimely.

CONCLUSION

The failure of the Plaintiff to file his EEOC appeal and civil

action within the proper time limits as set forth by Congress has

proven detrimental to his case.



For the aforestated reasons, it is hereby ORDERED that this

action is DISMISSED pursuant to Rule 12 (b) (6) , Fed. R. Civ. P. , and

for failure to exhaust required administrative remedies.

This the day of July, 1991.

MALCOLM J. -OWARD
United States District Judge

I certify the foregoing to be a true
an- rect copy of the cryg;nal.

J. Rich Leonard. Clerk
Uni; ed States D isu.r Court
Eastern Distrct of NorZ.-arp-

At Greenville, N.C.
#20
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American Civil Libertie. Union
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Civil Legal Assistance Clinic
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Landmark Legal Foundation Center for Civil Rights
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Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
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Legal Services Of North Carolina
legal Services Of Southern Piedmont, 'Inc.
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund
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National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee
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National Legal Aid and Defenders Assn.
National Right To Work Legal Defense & Educational

Foundation
North Carolina Labor Law Center
North Carolina Legal Services Resource Center
North Carolina State Bar Association
Pamlico Sound Legal Services
People For The American Way
Public Citizen Litigation Group
Section Of Individual Rights & Responsibilities
School Of Law Clinical Programs
Southern Regional Council
Support Centers of America
Southern Poverty Law Center
Workers Defense League
Unemployment & Poverty Action Commitee

Washington, DC
Aloha, OR
Bethesda, MD
Ann Arbor, Ml
Atlanta, Ga.
New York, N.Y.
Washington, DC
Washington, DC
Washington, 0C
Washington, OC
Chapel Hill, NC
Washington, DC
Halifax Va.
New York, N.Y.
Washington, DC
Durham, NC
Brooklyn, NY
Washington, DC
Washington, DC
New York, NY
Washington, DC
Washington, DC
Chantilly, Va
Washington, DC
Raleigh NC
Charlotte, NC
Washington, DC
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Baltimore,
Washington
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Springful, Va.
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Washington, DC
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Washington, DC
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402 Devon Court
Ballwin, MO 63011
26 July 1991

COUNSELS OFFICE
Dr John Sununu RECEIVED
Chief of Staff
The White House
Washington, DC

Dear Dr Sununu,

Please continue your opposition to quota legislation masquerading
as a "Civil Rights Bill". Any compromise "Civil RigfiftsBl11" will also
almost-immediately be subverted by liberals and used to require quotas.
In fact, many large corporations and many agencies of the Federal Government
(in particular) already use a quota system in the hiring and promotion
of personnel, in direct violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Congress
should be investigating and eliminating the abuses of the 1964 Act instead
of legislating the further destruction of America and individual rights.
Please continue your coalition building within the Administration against
this "Civil Rights Bill" and urge President Bush to stand firm against it.
The American people do not require and do not want this Bill. If such a Bill
becomes law, it will harm the Bush Presidency, the Republican Party, and
without question, place America firmly on the road to destruction. You
must prevail in this matter.

Senator Danforth (enclosed article) is misguided. By sponsoring
such legislation, he has ensured for himself a place in the Hall of
Political Panderers. He does not represent the correct view and does
not have the support of his constituency or the country on this legislation.
Due to the importance of this issue and his refusal to pursue the right
course, we plan to retire Senator Danforth during the next primary
election. The needs of America are so great and so urgent, that there
is no longer any place in Congress for liberals or Republican compromisers
and appeasers (CAPS).

Good luck in your battles with the liberals and CAPS. You have
our support and best wishes.

Sincerely,

B. LOUIS DECKER



ST.LOUIS POST-DISPATCH

NEWS ANALYSIS
THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1991

Danforth Plans Appeal
To Bush On Civil Rights
Senator Wants To Bypass Sununu On Compromise
By Robert L. Koenig
Post-Dispatch Washington Bureau

WASHINGTONSEN. John C. Danforth, R-Mo.,
said Wednesday that he had
asked for a meeting to appeal

directly to President George Bush to
remove the remaining barriers to a
compromise on civil rights legislation.

Danforth is renewing his efforts to
sway the administration almost four
weeks after he broke off talks with
White House Chief of Staff John H.
Sununu and other officials, saying
they were being inflexible on a key
provision of a civil rights bill.

Now Danforth says he wants to by-
pass Sununu and appeal to Bush him-
self to make the decision. "At this
point, I view it as a presidential deci-
sion, not a Sununu decision," Danforth
said.

"If the president were to decide this
policy question, I believe we could get
a bill enacted into law in very short
order," Danforth said. He said leading
Senate Democrats appeared ready to
support the civil rights bill he pro-
posed, but which Sununu rejected.

At a breakfast meeting with re-
porters, Danforth said the Senate
might be able to put together a "veto-
proof" majority on a civil rights bill if
Bush decides not to accept compro-
mise language. Last year, Congress
was unable to override Busn's veto of
a similar bill.

Danforth said he had tried to 5epa-

Sen. John C. Danforth
Makes direct appeal to Bush

rate the civil rights issue - in which
he has been at odds with the White
House - from his supportive role in
the administration's effort to gain Sen-
ate confirmation for Supreme Court
nominee Clarence Thomas, a black
federal judge.

Even so, Danforth said he would
'like to see this [civil rights] issue

resolved" before the Senate votes on
Thomas' confirmation. That vote is

likely to occur in late September.
Also on Wednesday, Bush told Re-

publican congressional leaders at a
White House meeting that he expected
the Senate to confirm Thomas, despite
"a flurry of outrage and predictable
smearing of the man" by some inter-
est groups. "I have a feeling this coun-
try is strongly behind him," Bush said
of Thomas.

In the session with reporters, Dan-
forth said he strongly disagreed with a
liberal advocacy group that says
Thomas should have removed himself
from an appeals court case in 1990
that overturned an award against
Ralston Purina Corp., which was
founded by Danforth's grandfather.

The group, called Supreme
Court Watch, said Thomas "showed
flagrant disregard for common sense"
by not removing himself from the
case, or at least disclosing his relation-
ship to Danforth. Danforth gave
Thomas his first job and has helped
him get other posts in Washington.
Senate disclosure forms show that
Danforth has at least $8 million in
Ralston stock in a blind trust.

"I don't think it's a matter of sub-
stance at all," said Danforth, who said
his family trusts hold "significantly
less than 1 percent" of Ralston's stock.
He said lawyers for Alpo, the rival
company in the suit against Ralston,
were aware of Thomas' relationship to
Danforth and did not consider it
significant.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 28, 1991

Dear Mr. Monday:

Thank you for your letter and for your comments
about sexual harassment. Certainly, I have the
highest respect for the women who serve in our
Armed Forces. I recognize that I'm a little
old-fashioned, and if my actions in congratulating
the women cadets offended anyone, I regret it.
I do want to set a good example in this very
special office that I'm privileged to hold.

I appreciate your bringing your concerns to my
attention. Best wishes,

Sincerely,

z7
Mr. Mark Monday
Post Office Box 120008
Chula Vista, California 92012

91O62~



Dear Mr. Monday:

Thank you for your letter and for your comments
about sexual harassment. Certainly, I have the
highest respect for the women who serve in our
Armed Forces. I recognize that I'm a little
old-fashioned, and if my actions in congratulating
the women cadets offended anyone, I regret it.
I do want to set a good example in this very
special office that I'm privileged to hold.

I appreciate your bringing your concerns to my
attention. Best wishes,

Sincerely,

GEORGE BUSH

Mr. Mark Monday
Post Office Box 120008
Chula/Vista, California 92012

GB H/SMG/bws (6PRESB)

c: Lisa Huiet

SAMPLE



DRAFT OF PRESIDENTIAL LETTER
CRAFT DATE: June 24, 1991 Monday

INITIALS:tA 0
Gs/ Lh Lisa Huiet
CLEAR WITH: V

ENCLOSURES, SPECIAL INSWIUCTIONdS: Poro s shot* h&ndse y Ksd, S antd ma.; hetA - j;'v'toS1

SAMPLE Spoke with Jan Burmeister, Beth Thompson, Craig Ray (Advance) and Bill
Farish to determine if POTUS knows D.Allen' s family -- no one knew.

Dear Mr. Monday:

Thank you for your letter comments about sexual harrassment.

Certainly, I have the highest respect for the women who serve in

our Armed Forces. I recognize that I'm a little old-fashioned

and I regret if my ac .on ffindeanyone. -X - -fo

vil4 s SinceVQVrely G4- TtV

R VV sincerely, GB

4
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1Briefing: owItesiyDofIc
P.O. Box 120OO8

Chula Vista, CA 919 z c
June 4, 1991r

President George Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear President Bush:

How does one start off chiding or advising the President of the United States? It's a very
real problem if you have respect for the man and the office.

I cannot imagine you being a Male Chauvinist Pig, nor do I see you as a boss prone to the
sexual harassment of your employees. Yet, Mr. President, you blew it last week. With, I am
certain, all of the best intentions in the world you put your stamp of approval on sexual
harassment. I need not remind you that, when the seal of President of the United States
goes on a practice, it justifies and gives social acceptance to the behavior.

I know you have no idea of what I'm talking about--because you would no more have sexu-
ally harassed an employee than you would have bestowed a medal on Saddam Hussein.
The greatest danger and problem lies in the very fact that you and I, as males, find it so
hard to see our actions as sexually harassing.

The enclosed picture from the newspaper, "A kiss for the graduate," really ratifies the ac-
ceptability of sexual harassment. It is a classic example of the components of sexual har-
assment. A boss, the Commander in Chief in this case, physically embraces and busses an
employee, a military cadet, who is no position to protest. From the look on her face it
seems clear you didn't ask Dana Allen her permission to kiss her. You didn't do the same
thing to a male officer, and frankly you probably wouldn't under any circumstances. That is
the classic harassment situation: Superior-subordinate relationship; no consensual agree-
ment to the act; inappropriate when done with or to a member of the same sex.

Believe me, Mr. President, I know you didn't intend to have your acts seen in this light. With
all of the other things in the world to write your office about I realize this seems petty, and
pretty stupid. But it is becauseyou lead us--in fact and by example--that I write. It is my
hope that your staff members, who will read this letter, will do their utmost to persuade you
to make it clear to the public that sexual harassment is not to be tolerated during your
administration. I hope they will ask you, on behalf of both men and women throughout the
country, that you establish the eradication of sexual harassment as one goal of your ad-
ministration..

P.O. Box 120008, 750 Third Ave., Chula Vista, CA 92012 (619) 476-0390 ISSN 1041-0244
Box 120008, 750 Third Ave., Chula Vista, CA 92012 (619) 476-0390 ISSN 1041-0244
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AP phot
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President Bush mind Air Force Cadet Dana Allen look a little w*Owed after he gave her a
congratulatory kiss yesterday during graduation ceremonies at the Air Force Academy at
Colorado Springs, Colo. Bush spoke on the need for Mideast arms restraint.



Republican
National
Committee
Clayton Yeutter
Chairman

May 3, 1991

MEMORANI

TO:

FROM:

DUM

JOH
CHI
THE

N SUNUNU
EF OF STAFF
WHITE HOUSE

CLAYTON YEUT R & -

John, Congresswoman Susan Molinari of New York called earlier this week to say that
Congressional Republicans believe that if they can sway a few conservative Democrats,
they can pass the Michel civil rights bill. Therefore, they hope the Administration will
consider weighing in on the Michel legislation.

I made no commitment to her, of course. Why she was doing the calling, rather than
Michel, and why she was calling me, rather than you or someone else at the White
House, I do not understand.

I also find it difficult to believe that the Democratic leadership would permit the Michel
bill to pass. I suspect our Republican colleagues are being inordinately optimistic, but
you might want to have someone in your shop take a reading on this.

No need to respond.

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center * 310 First Street Southeast * Washington, D.C. 20003 * (202) 863-8700
FAX: (202) 863-8820

gm
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date: May 7, 1991

FOR: GARY ANDRES

FROM: GOVERNOR JOHN H. SUNUNU

O] Action

O Your Comment

E] Let's Talk

XHX FYI
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*14405* CITIZENS' COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS (Civil Rights and
Liberties) (CCCR)

2000 M St., N.W., Suite 400 Phone: (202) 659-5565
Washington, DC 20036 Dr. Arthur Flemming, Chm.
Founded: 1982. Members: 16. Bipartisan former federal cabinet officials
concerned with achieving the goal of equality of opportunity. Objectives are
to: monitor the federal government's enforcement of laws barring
discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, ethnic background, age, or
handicap; foster public understanding of civil rights issues; formulate con-
structive policy recommendations. Telecommunications Services: Fax,
(202)293-2672.
Publications: One Nation Indivisible: The Civil Rights Challenge For the
1990s, Barriers to Registration and Voting: An Agenda for Reform, and re-
ports on fair housing, busing and the Brown Decision, and affirmative action;
provides press releases.
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By Julie Kosterlitz

He is chairman or board member of,
or consultant to, so many health, wel-
fare, education, civil rights, senior citi-
zens and religious groups that his sec-
retary recently had to type up a three-
page list supplemented with hand-
scrawled additions just to keep track
of them all. At age 82, after a career in
public service that spans nearly five
decades, Arthur S. Flemming shows
no sign of letting up.

Working out of an office given to
him by the National Education Asso-
ciation, Flemming operates, without
salary, as something of a one-man ver-
sion of the Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) Department he once
ran under President Eisenhower.
"There's no end to the number of
causes he's involved in," said Ralph
G. Neas, executive director of the
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights.

Flemming began the first of a series
of periodic stints with the government
as a member of the Civil Service Com-
mission in 1939. Eventually he was ap-
pointed the third Secretary of HEW,
where he served from 1958-6 1. While
many of the department's former Sec-
retaries fulminate over the unmanage-
able nature of the job, Flemming re-
calls it differently. "Every morning
when I woke up, I would have the
opportunity to take steps that could
prove helpful to people," he said.

Although Flemming is still a mem-
ber of a commission on civilian intern-
ment during World War II, his last
major government appointment came
to an abrupt end in 1982, when Presi-
dent Reagan dismissed him as chair-
man of the Civil Rights Commis-
sion-a post he had held for eight
years-after a flurry of critical com-
mission reports. "Under Flemming,
the commission had criticized the
Nixon, Ford, Carter and Reagan Ad-
ministrations," Neas said. "That was
part of the goal of the commission.
But the Reagan Administration
couldn't countenance disagreement."

Flemming, a lifelong Republican,
appears to recall the event without
rancor "It's not one of those things
one should take personally," he said.
He subsequently set up the Citizens
Commission on Civil Rights, hoping to
reestablish outside of government the
bod\ that had once been called "the

conscience of the country" on civil
rights issues. Flemming still chairs the
commission.

Having worked on legislation to cre-
ate a national health insurance plan
for the elderly during his tenure at
HEW, Flemming has long been com-
mitted to the idea of national health
care. Toward that end, he founded the
National Health Care Campaign, a
coalition of 50 religious and social wel-
fare gr ps designed to drum up
grass-roots support. "I'm absolutely
convinced we have to go for a national
health plan," he said. "We keep
patching things together, and we keep
finding millions of people outside the
system-some 37 million people."

To charges that his vision is out of
sync with fiscal realities, he answers
that Canada's national health insur-
ance system has proved to be a bar-
gain and that in any event, the grow-
ing problem of the uninsured is
already starting to turn the political
tide, at least in the states. "There's no
doubt in my mind the people are ready
for it."

In the meantime, Flemming is try-
ing to make the best of the present
system He recently teamed up with a
Democratic colleague, former HEW
Secretary Wilbur J. Cohen, to visit
governors around the country to per-
suade them to take advantage of a new
federal law allowing greater medicaid

coverage of pregnant women and the
elderly who don't qualify for welfare
but live below the poverty line. Their
expenses are being paid by the Villers
Foundation, a Washington organiza-
tion concerned with health care for
low-income individuals, but the senti-
ments are their own. The governors,
Cohen said, "are absolutely astounded
that two former Cabinet members
would come and visit them not repre-
senting anyone but themselves."

Recurring comments from those
who have worked with Flemming cen-
ter on his belief in bipartisan solutions
to social problems, his gracious per-
sonal style, even toward those with
whom he disagrees, and his sense of
ethical obligation. "He'll approach ev-
ery question by asking, 'What is the
right thing to do?' " Cohen said.

Those qualities attracted former
Arizona Gov. Bruce E. Babbitt, a
Democratic presidential hopeful, to
Flemming, whom he asked to co-chair
a study of welfare reform. Jack
Meyer, a health and welfare expert
who directed the project, credits
Flemming with being able to pull to-
gether the diverse political and philo-
sophical views of contributing schol-
ars. "He was a referee between
contentious parties," Meyer said. "He
put in a great deal of work. You have
to get up early in the morning to keep
up with him." 0
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A Resolute Believer
In Bipartisan Solutions
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URGENT
To: Dan Eramian

Amy Casner

Fm: Roger Cleggv-

Re: Report by Citizens Commission on Civil Rights

Based on the wire story, it sounds like the CCCR is
conceding we have an excellent record on civil rights in most
areas -- voting, housing, disability rights, etc. We have also,
of course, recently gotten the Supreme Court to grant review in
the Mississippi higher education case, and on Monday we will be
arguing before the Supreme Court in three major voting rights
cases. In all of this we are also on the side of the angels. I
am attaching an earlier memo that summarizes our accomplishments
during the first two years of the Bush Administration.

Therefore, I think we should seize upon this silly report as an
opportunity to make this point: The only criticism that the
civil rights establishment can make of our record is that we
aren't supporting the establishment's efforts to institutionalize
quotas and other reverse discrimination. The recent study,
commissioned by Ralph Neas's group (Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights) and reported in the Washington Post, found -- much
to Neas's chagrin -- that most Americans support equal
opportunity and nondiscrimination but oppose the efforts of the
civil rights groups because they are perceived as supporting, not
equality, but special preferences for some groups. And that is,
unfortunately, an accurate perception, especially in the context
of the civil rights bill. We should also make the point that it
is ironic that it is our opponents who are supporting legislation
favoring racial preferences, yet i% opposing that legislation we
stand accused of appealing to racism.

We should talk about our positive accomplishments, too: (1) our
civil rights efforts, including our civil rights bill; and (2)
the Administration's support of various empowerment initiatives,
which is where there is now the most room for government to play
a constructive role. I am also attaching some fact sheets on all
this.

I would be happy to talk with reporters if you'd like.

cc: Tony Schall
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^AP-Bush-Civil Rights(
^For release at 10 a.m. EDT, TIME set by source(
^Group Rips Bush for Fanning 'Flames of Racial Intolerance'(
^*By WILLIAM M. WELCH=
^Associated Press Writer=

WASHINGTON (AP) *President Bush has **fanned the flames of racial
intolerance" and heightened racial tensions through'his veto of the
civil rights bill and other policies, a group of former federal civil
rights officials contended today.

The Citizens' Commission on Civil Rights said in a report that
Bush's actions have not matched his rhetoric in support of civil rights.

It charged Bush and his administration have made irresponsible
political use of the issue of racial quotas in hiring and promotions,
exploiting white resentment toward minorities and women for partisan
advantage.

The president vetoed the 1990 civil rights act, arguing it would
encourage employers to use such quotas despite the insistence of civil
rights advocates that it would not. He has opposed on the same grounds
a similar Democratic-sponsored bill this year.

''The administration's rhetoric in opposing the bill ... not only
mischaracterized the legislation, but has also fanned the flames of
racial intolerance and division," the commission said. "In short, the
Bush administration has failed its first critical test on civil
rights."

White House press spokesmen did not return phone calls seeking
comment Tuesday in advance of the report's release.

The report did praise the Bush administration for supporting the
Americans with Disabilities Act last year, which extended rights to
people with physical handicaps. It credited the president with,
appointing women and minorities to top government jobs, and said the
administration has improved enforcement of voting-rights and
fair-housing laws.

But in most areas of civil rights policy and enforcement, the
commission said, the administration **has continued the policies of the
Reagan years that constricted opportunities and curtailed remedies.''

It called Bush's judicial appointments disappointing and said the
judiciary is increasingly hostile toward civil rights advocates. Of 70
vacancies on the federal bench filled by Bush in two years, eight were
women, three were black and two were Hispanic, the report said.

''The administration's selections have been overwhelmingly white,
conservative, wealthy and sale," it said.

The commission said that in the face of increasing social problems
among minorities, the administration continues to pursue ''abstract and
sterile debates about the need for 'colorblind' remedies."

The administration, it said, has made clear that it believes
government has virtually no obligation to overcome the vestiges of past
discrimination.

"By insisting on race and general neutrality, by refusing to
acknowledge that unintended discrimination may well have discriminatory
impact which reduces opportunity, the administration is significantly
narrowing the scope of civil rights protections," the report said.

''On balance, at this point, these policies have contributed to an
escalation - not a de-escalation of racial tensions," the report
said.



The commission, which is separate from the government's U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, was established in 1982 to monitor civil
rights policies of the federal government and to encourage progress.
Its members are former federal equal opportunity officials.

It is headed by Arthur Flemming, a former chairman of the federal
commission and secretary of health, education and welfare in the
Eisenhower administration.

AP-NP-04-17-91 0854EDT(
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CIVIL RIGHTS ACCOMPLISHMENTS, JANUARY 1989 - JANUARY 1991

The Department is wholly committed to fighting discrimina-
tion and removing barriers to equal opportunity. The priorities
of this Administration are to enforce existing civil rights laws
vigorously and to work to obtain new protections where existing
laws are inadequate. While it is difficult to single out parti-
cular areas as especially important, perhaps our three major
accomplishments in the last two years are our record in prosecut-
ing "hate crimes", our vigorous enforcement of the 1988 amend-
ments to the Fair Housing Act, and our role in enacting and
implementing the Americans With Disabilities Act. And, while we
regret that true civil rights legislation was not enacted, we are
proud of the role we played in opposing the pro-quota Civil
Rights Act of 1990.

Hate Crimes

Great emphasis is being placed by the investigative and
litigative branches of the Department on identifying and prose-
cuting those involved in "hate crimes," who act out their racial,
ethnic, or religious hatreds with violence and acts of intimida-
tion. The Department set records in the past two years for both
the number and the quality of prosecutions involving hate crimes.
In 1989 more than twice as many cases, and almost twice as many
defendants, were prosecuted for hate crimes than in any previous
year. In 1990, in all cases, defendants either entered guilty
pleas or were convicted of at least one count, resulting in a
record success rate of 100%. In these two years alone, over 100
defendants in twenty different states were convicted on federal
criminal civil rights charges involving hate crimes. One-third
of these cases involved acts by members of organized hate groups,
and twice as many juveniles were charged in these two years as
were charged in the entire preceding twelve-year period, owing in
large part to an increase in organized hate groups such as racist
Skinhead gangs.

To date, 38 Skinheads in Nashville, Dallas, and Tulsa have
been prosecuted on federal charges for interfering with the civil
rights of minority and Jewish individuals. Thirty-seven
Skinheads have already been convicted for their crimes, which
included the desecration of two synagogues with swastikas and
anti-Semitic slogans and the intimidation and assault of black,
Hispanic, and other minority citizens and people associating with
them in public parks and live music clubs. The Department is
examining the conduct of racist Skinhead gangs in numerous other
cities. The Department's attention to hate crimes perpetrated by
persons who do not belong to organized hate groups has also been
successful. Recently, five California men pled guilty to
threatening a Jewish pawn shop owner whom they harassed and
threatened to kill in several hundred phone calls to his
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business; four men were convicted of firebombing the home of a
black family in a white neighborhood in Baltimore; a Los Angeles
man was convicted of shooting into the home of his black
neighbors, wounding an elderly woman; and a New Jersey television
reporter and his mother pled guilty to threatening a young
Chinese woman who sought to purchase a house they wanted to buy.

In the legislative arena, the Department worked closely with
the White House on the "Hate Crime Statistics Act," signed into
law in April 1990, which provides for collecting statistics on
hate crimes nationwide. The availability of these statistics
will help increase public awareness of racial, ethnic, sexual
preference, and religious intolerance and will encourage greater
efforts at the state and local level to combat hate crimes,
complementing our efforts under the federal civil rights laws.

Housing Rights

Civil enforcement of housing rights is also being given a
high priority. In 1988, the Fair Housing Act was amended to
strengthen the Act's enforcement mechanisms by authorizing new
federal recourses for fighting housing discrimination and by
providing that monetary penalties can be imposed on those who
discriminate. Since the Amendments went into effect in March
1989, the Civil Rights Division has more than doubled the number
of housing discrimination lawsuits it files annually and has
obtained over $800,000 in compensatory damages, punitive damages,
and civil penalties.

The Division's attack on racial discrimination in housing
includes 22 newly filed cases since January 20, 1989. In
addition, the Division is enforcing new provisions of the law
which extend the protections of the Fair Housing Act to families
with children and to the handicapped. It has challenged
discrimination against families with children in 50 cases and
discrimination against the handicapped in 14 cases. Among these,
the Division won cases in Illinois and Pennsylvania against local
zoning provisions which blocked group housing for developmentally
disabled persons who were capable of living successfully in group
settings, and has brought two other cases on this issue. Also,
it recently was successful in challenging three Virginia
landlords for refusing to rent apartments to a drug treatment
program for use by persons who had been in a closely supervised
treatment program for a year without using any drugs or alcohol.
The court found that these recovering persons were handicapped
under the Fair Housing Act and were entitled to the Act's
protections. This case serves to support the national goal of
reducing drug use by establishing the rule that those who commit
themselves to a rigorous treatment program to overcome a drug or
alcohol abuse problem should not be discriminated against in
housing as they continue their recovery.
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Americans With Disabilities Act

In another initiative to remove barriers to equal opportun-
ity, the Department led the Administration's efforts in develop-
ing and securing passage of the "Americans with Disabilities
Act." This landmark legislation, signed by President Bush in
July 1990, provides comprehensive protections for persons with
disabilities in the contexts of employment, access to buildings,
and access to transportation. The Attorney General has created a
new office in the Civil Rights Division to carry out the Depart-
ment's wide-ranging responsibilities for seeing that the ADA is
properly implemented. The Division is drafting regulations to
specify the obligations of State and local governments and over
four million places of public accommodation affected by this law.
In addition, the Division is providing technical assistance on
the ADA to entities covered by the Act, is coordinating the
government-wide plan to provide technical assistance to affected
entities, and is taking a lead in informing the general public,
including persons with disabilities, about this new law.

Institutional Litigation

More severely disabled persons benefit already from another
Civil Rights Division program. On behalf of mentally and phys-
ically disabled persons and others confined in publicly operated
institutions, the Division uncovers and forces the correction of
conditions which jeopardize the health and safety of residents or
in other ways violate their constitutional and statutory rights.
The Division seeks relief from a wide variety of unconstitutional
conditions, including the "Victorian" practices of physical and
chemical restraints of mentally disabled individuals -- tieing
them up, locking them alone in barren rooms, or drugging them in-
to a state of stupor. Since January 1989, state institutions in
California, Louisiana, and Kansas have made significant strides
in eliminating such practices, and institutions in Connecticut
and Colorado are undertaking steps to do so, in response to Divi-
sion efforts. The Division also recently succeeded -- through
vigorous enforcement actions against officials who were evading
or ignoring previous court orders or decrees -- in stopping life-
threatening practices at an Oregon mental retardation facility
(including dangerously overusing and misusing mind-altering
drugs); in requiring the State of Michigan to eliminate dangerous
conditions which were resulting in an epidemic of stabbings in
its three largest maximum security prisons; and in forcing the
District of Columbia to start improving abysmal conditions in its
institution for the developmentally disabled, after years of
ignoring court orders to do so.

Voting Rights

In the area of voting rights, the Division works to remove

barriers that curtail the opportunity of minority persons to
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participate effectively in the political process. Recent
highlights include bringing suit against the State of Georgia to
challenge its requirement that there be a runoff whenever no
candidate gains a majority of the votes cast in an election. The
Division is seeking to have the requirement eliminated -- so that
a candidate can win with a plurality of the vote -- in areas
where the runoff system has had a discriminatory effect. The
Division recently prevailed in its claim that the redistricting
of the five single-member districts of the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors in 1981 discriminated against Hispanic
voters by fragmenting the core of the Hispanic community into
three different districts. The Supreme Court has declined to
review the lower courts' decisions in this case, and an election
under a new nondiscriminatory plan providing a district in which
Hispanics will be able to elect the candidate of their choice was
held on January 22, 1991; two Hispanic candidates will meet in a
run-off to be held on February 19.

Also, the Division is gearing up to examine new
redistrictings that will take place in many jurisdictions
pursuant to the 1990 Census. This program will help ensure the
rights of minority voters to participate effectively in the
electoral process throughout the next decade.

Seeing that the full force of the Voting Rights Act may be
brought to bear against states and localities where judges are
elected and their judicial election systems undermine minority
citizens' opportunity to elect judges of their choice is another
recent priority of the Division. We believe that when Congress
amended the Voting Rights Act in 1982, it intended -- contrary to
recent claims -- that the Act be used to challenge discriminatory
provisions for electing judges as well as those for electing
political officials. The Division has recently pressed this view
in cases in Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas.

Equal Employment Opportunity

Since January 1989, the Division has pursued a vigorous and
effective litigation program to enforce Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Thirty-six new suits were
initiated and decrees, through litigation or consent, were'
obtained in 31 cases. These cases affected the rights of
hundreds of employees. Relief consisted of over $13.6 million in
back pay, as well as entry-level and promotional opportunities
for minorities, women and, in some cases, white males who were
improperly denied employment opportunities. Highlights include
an award of $9,000,000 in back pay to a class of more than 600
black, Hispanic, and female police officers whose careers were
hurt by a discriminatory promotion system in the Chicago police
department in the 1970's; $3,000,000 in back pay to a class of
about 800 black persons who were denied employment with the
Mississippi Department of Public Welfare in the 1970's; in excess

BMW
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of $1,200,000 to a class of 35 females who were denied employment
opportunities with the Massachusetts Department of Corrections;
$500,000 in back pay for a class of about 200 black employees of
the North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service who were paid
lower salaries than their white counterparts until the early
1980's; and over $100,000 in back pay for a female employee of
the California Department of Corrections, who was denied transfer
to a medical technical assistant position at a male inmate
facility because of her sex. Other litigation has involved
unequal treatment, harassment, retaliation, or other direct
discrimination against an individual. There, the Division has
obtained appropriate corrective action and back pay awards
ranging from $9000 to $60,000. The Division obtained relief
against the city of Allentown, Pennsylvania, for using dual lists
and race preference system for selecting entry-level police
officers; and against the city of West Haven, Connecticut, for
making laborer positions available only to male applicants and
clerical positions available only to female applicants.

Equal Educational Opportunity

In the area of equal educational opportunity, the Division
is working to eliminate remaining vestiges of racial segregation
in public education. Our highest visibility cases in recent
years have involved state university systems. Recently, for
example, we filed a petition for a writ of certiorari in United
States v. Mabus, the Mississippi higher education case, and we
have litigation in district court underway against the Alabama
higher education system. The Division also sued the State of
Virginia and the Virginia Military Institute (VMI) to challenge
the exclusion of female students from this state-supported
college.

Office of Redress Administration

The Civil Liberties Act of 1988 authorized redress payments
of $20,000 to Japanese Americans who were interned, evacuated, or
relocated during World War II. Since the passage of the Act in
April 1988, the Office of Redress Administration (ORA) has issued
over 22,000 payments to eligible individuals, beginning last
Fall, and expects to pay the 3,000 remaining cases for which
funding has been provided in the current fiscal year over the
next few months. In addition, ORA has already begun processing
nearly 6,000 cases that are eligible for payment in FY 1992. Of
these 6,000 cases, nearly 3,000 have been completed and are ready
for payment once funding becomes available.

ORA's success in completing such a large number of cases
results from close contact with the Japanese American community,
including participation in over 35 redress seminars in 1990
alone. In addition, ORA has handled over 10,000 calls on its
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toll-free help line and distributed over 300,000 pieces of
literature dealing with various issues about the redress program.
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o The Administration is committed to strengthening the strong
employment discrimination laws that now exist. These
improvements will operate to obliterate consideration of
factors such as race, religion, sex, or national origin from
employment decisions.

o A major objective of the Administration is to ensure that
Federal law provides strong new remedies for harassment
based on race, sex, religion, or national origin. The
Administration proposes to create a new monetary remedy, up
to $150,000, for these forms of discrimination.

o In addition, the Administration proposes to extend 42 U.S.C.
1981 to outlaw racial discrimination in the performance of
contracts, overruling Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 109
S. Ct. 2363 (1989).

o The Administration also proposes legislation overturning the
Supreme Court's decision in Lorance v. AT&T Technologies,
Inc., 109 S. Ct. 2261 (1989), which unfairly limits the time
for challenging discriminatory seniority systems.

o The administration also proposes to codify the 'disparate
impact" cause of action for employment practices that
unintentionally exclude disproportionate numbers of certain
groups from some jobs. This codifies Gie v. Duke Power
Co. 401 U.S. 424 (1971). The Administration bill shifts
the burden of proof to the employer to justify practices
having a disparate impact under the rule of #business
necessity.' This overrules the contrary decision in H~d
Cove Packing Co. v. AtoniaQ, 109 S. Ct. 2115, 2126 (1989).

o In order to help curtail unnecessary litigation, the use of
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms will be
encouraged.

o The time has come for Congress to bring itself under the
same antidiscrimination requirements it prescribes for
others. This will promote both fair treatment for
congressional employees and a greater appreciation by
Congress of the consequences of new legislative initiatives.

(MORE)
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o Other improvements, including changes in certain provisions
affecting the statute of limitations and expert witness
fees, will also enhance the administration of Title VII of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

o The Administration bill strengthens our civil rights laws
without encouraging the use of quotas or unfair preferences,
without departing from the fundamental principles of fair-
ness that apply throughout our legal system, and without
creating a litigation bonanza that brings more benefits to
lawyers than to victims.

o The Administration recognizes that equal opportunity can
never be a reality unless there are decent schools, safe
streets, and revitalized local economies. Therefore, in
addition to this bill it seeks Congressional action to
promote choice and opportunity on several fronts:
educational choice and flexibility; home-ownership
opportunity; enterprise zones and community opportunity
areas; and heightened anti-crime efforts.
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EXPANDING CHOICE AND OPPORTUNITY
FOR INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITIES

In his State of the Union Address, the President said: "The
strength of democracy is not in bureaucracy. It is in the people
and their communities....We must return to families, communities,
counties, cities, states and institutions of every kind the power
to chart their own destiny, and the freedom and opportunity
provided by strong economic growth."

The Administration is committed to strengthening the power
and opportunity of individuals and families, to breaking down
barriers to independence and self-reliance wherever they exist,
and to providing hope to distressed communities.

This means giving people access to jobs and the ability to
make choices that will better their lives and the lives of their
families. People with access to housing, jobs, and quality
education have a stake in their community, and a greater
incentive to lead productive lives. More important, people with
economic opportunity have hope for the future -- an important and
powerful weapon against poverty and despair.

The Administration seeks to use numerous administrative,
regulatory, and budgetary means to expand economic opportunity
for low-income individuals. In addition to these continuing
efforts, the President today announced that he will seek
Congressional action to promote choice and opportunity on several
fronts:

1. educational choice;
2. educational flexibility;
3. homeownership for low-income persons;
4. enterprise zones;
5. anti-discrimination laws;
6. community opportunity areas;
7. the social security earnings test; and
8. anti-crime efforts.

Legislation, where required, will be transmitted to Congress in
the next several weeks to implement these proposals.
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GIVING PARENTS AND STUDENTS CHOICE IN EDUCATION:

Choice programs provide parents the opportunity to select
the most appropriate school for their children -- based on
informed judgments about which school offers the best education.
Choice leads to healthy competition among schools by focusing on
proven educational quality as the way to attract students.
Clearly, parents should have the opportunity to send their
children to schools of their choice. Choice can lift the
performance and quality of all schools.

The President will propose a new Educational Excellence Act
which contains strategic initiatives to improve the learning
achievement of all Americans and to restructure the nation's
educational system. Initiatives in the Educational Excellence
Act will:

o Stimulate fundamental reform and restructure our education
system through promoting educational choice and alternative
certification for teachers and principals.

o Assist educators in their mission to improve student
performance by: rewarding schools that demonstrate improved
achievement among students; rewarding excellent teachers;
and promoting innovation in training school administrators.

o Provide incentives to school districts to design and
implement innovative approaches to mathematics and science
education; enhance the endowments of Historically Black
Colleges and Universities; and contribute to improving
literacy.

PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL FLEXIBILITY IN RETURN FOR ACCOUNTABILITY:

Federal Departments and agencies administer hundreds of
separate programs that provide or support education services;
each has its own statutory and regulatory requirements. Program
requirements can impede the ability of local schools and
districts to provide the best possible education. Flexibility in
administering Federal education programs will allow Governors,
school administrators, teachers, service providers, parents, and
others in the community to work together to develop effective
education programs that meet the needs of all students,
particularly those students who are educationally disadvantaged.

I.
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o The Educational Excellence Act of 1991 would promote local
control and innovation in education by providing increased
flexibility in the use of Federal funding in exchange for
enhanced accountability for results. The Administration's
bill will be guided by the following principles:

- - Flexibility should be linked to accountability for
improvements in educational outcomes.

- - Flexibility should result in delivering services to
current target populations in a more effective manner.

- - Flexibility should retain key protections in current
laws (e.g., protection of the disabled).

PROVIDING HOMEOWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES:

Low-income Americans have a greater stake in their
communities when they have the opportunity to own their own
homes. The HOPE (Homeownership and Opportunity for People
Everywhere) initiative is a new grant program to increase
homeownership opportunities. By offering residents greater
control and access to property, the HOPE program will instill
pride of ownership and enhance incentives for maintenance and
improvement. While HOPE was enacted into law last year, Congress
provided no funding for the program in Fiscal Year 1991.

o The President has requested $500 million in Fiscal Year 1991
supplemental funding to start the HOPE program immediately.
The President's Budget also requests $1 billion in 1992 for
the new HOME program -- a housing block grant program
providing States and localities greater flexibility in
meeting the housing needs of their low-income residents,
with incentives for use of housing vouchers.

o HOPE Grants will be made on a competitive basis to resident
management corporations, resident councils, cooperative
associations, non-profit organizations, cities and States,
and public and Indian housing authorities. Funding will
help participants design and execute their plans for
resident management and buyouts of public and assisted
housing.

o The HOPE initiative also targets $258 million in 1992 for a
new "Shelter Plus Care" program to help the homeless. The
Shelter Plus Care program will link housing with the full
range of services needed by the homeless. The program will
combine shelter with the support services -- job training, i
health care, and drug treatment -- that help people achievedignified and independent lives.

K_1.
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CREATING JOBS IN ENTERPRISE ZONES:

Enterprise zones will attack poverty by promoting investment
in economically distressed neighborhoods. Enterprise zones will
attract new seed capital for small business start-ups, create new
incentives for entrepreneurial risk-taking, and reduce high
effective tax rates on those moving to work from welfare.

o The Enterprise Zone and Jobs-Creation'Act of 1991 will
target tax incentives and regulatory relief to some of our
nation's most economically depressed areas.

o The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development would
designate up to 50 (urban, rural, and Indian) enterprise
zones over a four year period. Designation will be based on
the level of distress, as well as on the nature and extent
of State and local efforts to improve living conditions and
to eliminate government burdens to economic activity.
Designation will be for a maximum of 24 years.

o The legislation will provide tax incentives to attract seed
capital, stimulate employment, and increase the economic
return from work for the working poor:.

-- Workers will be eligible for a 5 percent refundable tax
credit for the first $10,500 of wages earned in an
enterprise zone business. This will put up to $525
more income in the pockets of low-income workers. The
credit phases out between $20,000 and $25,000 of total
annual wages.

-- To spur investment, capital gains taxes will be
eliminated for gains on investment in tangible property
(e.g., buildings and equipment) used in a business
located in an enterprise zone for at least two years.

-- To encourage entrepreneurial risk-taking, individuals
will be permitted to expense investments in the capital
of corporations engaged in enterprise zone businesses.
This essentially provides an immediate write-off for
investments in enterprise zone businesses.
Corporations must have less than $5 million of total
assets. Expensing will be permitted up to $50,000
annually per investor, with a $250,000 lifetime limit.

o The legislation would also give enterprise zone communities
priority for free trade area status. Such status would, for
example, allow a business in an enterprise zone to import
materials duty-free if the materials are used to manufacture
products for export to other countries.
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o Enterprise zones would reduce Federal tax revenues by $1.8
billion over five years.

STRENGTHENING AND ENFORCING ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAWS:

A vital element in the effort .to protect the civil rights of
all Americans is the vigorous enforcement of existing anti-
discrimination laws. Over the past two years, the Bush
Administration has moved aggressively to fight hate crimes and
combat discrimination in housing, voting, employment, and
education. A few examples:

o Enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act in July
1990 was one of the most important expansions of civil
rights protections in a quarter of a century. The
Administration is now pursuing swift implementation of the
landmark law.

o The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is
aggressively enforcing the 1988 Fair Housing Amendments
which prohibit housing discrimination on the basis of race,
color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, or
disability. The Bush Administration has resolved.nearly
12,000 of the almost 16,000 fair housing cases.

o In 1989, the Justice Department prosecuted more than twice
as many hate crimes cases as in any previous year. In 1990,
the Justice Department had a 100 percent success rate in
prosecuting hate crimes.

o In 1990, the Department of Education received and resolved
more civil rights complaints than in any previous year of
its history -- and in record time.

o The largest settlements in the history of the Department of
Labor's Federal Contract Compliance cases have been achieved
during the Bush Administration. A single case involving
employment discrimination against women and minorities
resulted in a payment of $14 million. In another case, a
back pay settlement of $3.5 million will benefit
approximately 1,000 women who were discriminated against in
hiring.

V
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The Administration is committed to strengthening the strong
employment discrimination laws that now exist. These
improvements will remove consideration of factors such as sex,
race, religion, or national origin from employment decisions.
This can be done without encouraging the use of quotas or
preferential treatment, without departing from the fundamental
principles of fairness that apply throughout our legal system,
and without creating a litigation bonanza that brings more
benefits to lawyers than to victims.

o A major objective of the Administration is to ensure that
Federal law provides strong new remedies for harassment
based on sex, race, color, religion, or national origin.

o The Administration will propose to codify a cause of action
for "disparate impact," involving employment practices that
unintentionally exclude disproportionate numbers of certain
groups from some jobs. The burden of proof will be shifted
to the employer on the issue of "business necessity."

o The time has come for Congress to bring itself under the
same anti-discrimination requirements it prescribes for
others.

o Other improvements, including changes in certain provisions
affecting statutes of limitations and encouragement for the
use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, will also
enhance the administration of our comprehensive civil rights
laws.

REDUCING FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY AND ESTABLISHING OPPORTUNITY AREAS:

Programs providing social, welfare, health, education, and
nutritional services are often delivered in fragmented ways.
Allowing services to be integrated will better serve the
recipients of these programs and promote self-sufficiency and
opportunity.

o The Community Opportunity Act of 1991 will enable local
communities to develop "community opportunity systems" and
allow them to restructure Federal programs to provide
services and benefits in the way the community deems best to
meet the needs of the individuals and families served.
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o The legislation would allow a Federal administrator
designated by the President to recommend a budget-neutral
waiver of most Federal statutory and regulatory requirements
for any Federally funded program to be included in the
community's opportunity delivery system. The Federal
administrator will make recommendations regarding the waiver
requests to the relevant Federal agency heads.

o Communities will be able to develop community opportunity
systems in which:

-- services and benefits can be integrated, combined, and
restructured at the community level;

-- the system is neighborhood- or community-based, with a
specified target group of beneficiaries;

- - the individuals and families served can participate in
the design of the system; and

-- the delivery system offers individuals and families in
the target group of beneficiaries the maximum choice
and control over the range, source, and objectives of
the services and benefits to be provided.

o Each community opportunity system will have clear and
measurable goals and will be evaluated with regard to both
the short- and long-term outcomes.

EXPANDING JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR OLDER AMERICANS BY LIBERALIZING
THE SOCIAL SECURITY EARNINGS TEST:

If social security recipients aged 65 to 69 wish to
supplement their benefits with earnings, they may earn only up to
$9,720 this year before their social security benefits are
reduced. Beyond $9,720, each three dollars of earnings reduces
their social security benefits by one dollar.

For retirees with sources of income other than earnings,
such as private pensions and investment income, this limitation
on allowable earnings may have little effect on their lives.
Presently, the earnings test falls most heavily on elderly
persons who do not have significant savings or income from
pension plans, and can seriously constrain their choices of

employment.

....... ....
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o The President's Fiscal Year 1992 Budget proposes an increase
in the amount of allowable earnings for social security
recipients aged 65 to 69.

-- For 1992, allowable earnings would be increased $800,
or 8 percent, from $10,200 to $11,000.

-- For 1993, the increase would be $200, from $10,800 to
$11,000.

-- For 1994, allowable earnings would continue to rise to
the level projected under current law, $11,400.

PROTECTING CITIZENS BY FIGHTING VIOLENT CRIME:

As President Bush has stated in the past, the right to be
free from fear in our homes, streets, and neighborhoods is the
first civil right of every American. Where streets are not safe
and property is not secure, economic opportunity is impossible.

The President announced in his State of the Union Address
that the Attorney General will soon convene a Crime Summit of our
nation's law enforcement officials. A major objective of the
Crime Summit is to strengthen the working relationship between
the Administration and State and local law enforcement
officials.

The Administration will again propose comprehensive violent
crime control legislation to give law enforcement authorities the
tools they need to apprehend, prosecute, and incarcerate violent
criminals. The legislation will include:

o A meaningful Federal death penalty for the most heinous
crimes with procedures to ensure its fair and colorblind
application.

o Habeas corpus reform to reduce unnecessarily repetitive
appeals that clog the courts and delay justice.

o Exclusionary rule reform to ensure that the evidence
gathered by law enforcement officials in a good faith belief
that they are acting lawfully can be used to help courts
establish the truth.

o Provisions to strengthen Federal laws concerning the safety
of women by modifying rules on the admissibility of evidence
in cases of sex crimes, enhancing penalties for the
distribution of illegal drugs to pregnant women, increasing
penalties for recidivist sex offenders, and offering greater
protection for victims below the age of sixteen.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 12, 1991

Paul Fireman
Chairman & CEO
Reebok International, Ltd.
100 Technology Center Drive
Stoughton, MA 02072

Dear Mr. Fireman,

On behalf of President Bush, I would like to thank you
for your recent letter expressing your concern over the plight of
student leader Li Lu, enduring a hunger strike on behalf of his
pro-democracy colleagues who are currently in a Beijing prison.
Please be rest assured that your comments have been shared with
the appropriate officials and representatives of the NSC and that
we are carefully reviewing this situation.

Again, let me thank you on behalf of the President for sharing
your thoughts with us on this important issue.

Sincerely
N",C

J~f'fchaef
Ass ta t Director

Office o -1ublic Liaison
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August 27, 1991

President George Bush
White House
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. President:

I write in Support of Li Lw, a student leade at
Tiananmen Square afd wanner of the 1989 Reebok Human
Rights Award, who is in his 11th day of a hunger strike
outside the Chinese Embassy in Washington, D.C.

Li Lu began his hunger strike to show solidarity with his
pro-democracy colleagues Chen Ziming and wang Juntao, who
began a hunger strike on August 13 in protest of the
inhumane conditions they are subjected to in a Beijing
prison. Those two leaders are currently in solitary
confinement with no access to medical attention or adequate
food since early April.

Mr. President, I respectfully request that you use your
good offices to communicate to the Chinese authorities
the American people's profound disappointment in the
manner in which they have treated these pro-democracy
prisoners.

Furthermore, Mr. President, I respectfully request that
you urge the Chinese authorities to fulfill the following
reasonable requests put forth by these courageous hunger
strikers:

(1) The immediate improvement of prison conditions
for Wang Juntao and Chen Ziming, and the removal
of the ban to adequate food and medical treatment;

(2) The granting of access to the International Red
Cross and other human rights groups to visit
Wang Juntao and Chen Ziming so as to verify
that their treatment has improved;
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(3) Allowing members of the families of these
hunger strikers to visit and ascertain the
condition of their loved ones.
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Mr. President, the Chinese government and its judicial
system are obliged to guarantee the basic health and
welfare of Wang Juntao, Chen Ziming and other political
prisoners.

I respectfully urge you, Mr. President, to help bring
these requests to fruition.

Sincerely,

Paul Fireman
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Reebok International Ltd.
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August 27, 1991

President George Bush
White House
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. President:

I write in support of Li Lu, a student leader at
Tiananmen Square and winner of the 1989 Reebok Human
Rights Award, who is in his 11th day of a hunger strike
outside the Chinese Embassy in Wasngton, 

Li Lu began his hunger strike to show solidarity with his
pro-democracy colleagues, Chen Ziming and Wang Juntao, who
began a hunger strike on August 13 in protest of the
inhumane conditions they are subjected to in a Beijing
prison. These two leaders are currently in solitary
confinement with no access to medical attention or adequate
food since early April.

Mr. President, I respectfully recgut that yoRuseyour
good offices to communicate to tIg hngt1 aute-s-
the American-peoples-proeand--4i-sappointment in the
manner in which they have treated these progdemocracy
prisoners.

Furthermore, Mr. President, I respectfully request that
you urge the Chinese authorities to fulfill the following
reasonable requests put forth by these courageous hunger
strikers:

(1) The immediate improvement of prison conditions
for Wang Juntao and Chen Ziming, and the removal
of the ban to adequate food and medical treatment;

(2) The granting of access to the International Red
Cross and other human rights groups to visit
Wang Juntao and Chen Ziming so as to verify
that their treatment has improved;
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(3) Allowing members of the families of these
hunger strikers to visit and ascertain the
condition of their loved ones.
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Mr. President, the Chinese government and its judicial
system are obliged to guarantee the basic health and
welfare of Wang Juntao, Chen Ziming and other political
prisoners.

I respectfully urge you, Mr. President, to help bring
these requests to fruition.

Sincerely,

Paul Fireman
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Reebok International Ltd.
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